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Portland West Executive Director Jim Oliver, surrounded by reporten and television cameras at a July press conference.

How could

something
so good go
so wrong?
UPDATES page 2
WEIRD NEWS page 3
TALK page 4
VIEWS page 6
COVER page 8
CALENDAR page 12

COVEl STOIY by Htmnah Holmes

Since 1981, the Portland West
Neighborhood Planning Council has
been using public money to turn
little Portland houses into apartments for low-income people. But
since December, the Maine State
Housing Authority (MSHA) has been
worried about where a half-million
dollars of that public money has
gone. And since late July, the two
groups have been locked in a media

battle, trying to present their sides
of a complicated story.
When the press games and
name calling are pushed aside, the
question remains: what has Portland got for the $565,000 the city
has spent through Portland West?
And what types of housing are
Maine people getting for the millions of dollars that the MSHA
spends each year?
CONTINUED on page 8
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TUNES page 16
ART SEEN page 18
CLASSIFIEDS page 21
PUZZLE page 23
POOK page 23
Taking tickets.
See page 4

Rock & Roll Confidential
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L.L.Bean
Visit Our Newly
Expanded Retail Store
Commercial Street confusion continues
Portland and South Portland Only

874-0000
18 Monument Square/Corner of Fore & Exchange
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Don't stop, stand or parkon thatconcretestripin
the middle of Commercial Street. It's neither a park
nor a parking lot, although the wide, temporarily
raised section of concrete looks like a safe island to
many drivers and pedestrians.
'11's going to be a left-turn lane," insisted Ken
Silver, resident engineer for the Maine Department
of Transportation.
'1 have seen peoplestandingin the middle of the
street as if they think it's a safe place for pedestrians
to stand," said Rhonda Berg, sales manager of The
Whip and Spoon. "It's not clear that it's a turning
lane."
Nor is it dear ~t it's not a parking lot. Traffic
Sergeant Steve Mazziotti said that his department
has issued $15 tickets to people who have left their
cars in the meter-free zone. '1t's pretty sporadic,"
he said, but if it continues, "We will tow them"
'The added lane is part of the state's plan to
improve travelling conditions on Commercial
Street," said Bill Bray, Portland's traffic engineer.
"We took angle parking out on (the waterfront)
side... to put in a left-hand tum lane," he said.
Commercial Street retailers find the reduction in
parking spaces alarming.
"We really can't afford the 150 spaces lost," said
Ellen Williams, owner of Foodworks. "To have
taken one whole side of the street for parallel
(parking), I think was not good."
. Silver said the actual number of spaces lost
won't be known until the city defines the new
parallel spots with meters.
Removing angle parking, building new curbs,
and laying brick sidewalksare the visible aspects of
the Commercial Street project. The invisible aspect
of the state plan is the upgrading of the sewer line
that runs under the street.
'The existing system was a combined system:
sewer and stormwater," said Silver. "If you get a
heavy rain, the treatment plant can't handle the

HOSPITAL PATIENTS
for Better Health Care ~ name and
save 20Ofo to 70Ofo on home health care"

,~

"1\!1l'8 better because W8 ImllJT IJ8J'8"

Festive feet

UAL OPPORTUNITY Ell.PI.O'iER

Experience our fine selection of moderately priced wines.
We'll gladly help with your selections.
Ample free parking.
Monday - Friday 10AM - 6PM, Saturday 9 - 5.

773-2919 • 142 St. John Street, Portland
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Maine's homeless population was assured the right to vote
under Secretary of State Bill Diamond's policy. He announced
Aug. 9 that a park bench or other "nontraditional accomodation"
will serve as the fixed residence that Maine voters must have.
Voters must also have a mailing address, and Diamond said that
churches, soup kitchens and shelters can fill this requirement. For
a number of years the Portland Registrar's office has registered
homeless people to vote by giving them an address at City Hall.

Maine wants cleaner cars
Maine joined seven other northeastern states Aug. 8 in a drive
for California auto emissions standards. The cost of a cleaner car
is estimated to be $150, said Ron Severance, air specialist with the
state Department of Environmental Protection. That investment
will translate to a 16 percent reduction in hydrocarbons, a 27
percent reduction in nitrogen oxide and a 39 percent reduction in
carbon monoxide emmissions by 2010_ Hydrocarbons and nirtogen oxide are contributors to ground-level ozone. The standard
goes into effect in 1993. Together the six states are home to about
a quarter of the nation's cars. This gives them more bargaining
power with auto manufacturers who have complained that they
don't want to meet a different standard in every state.

All of our products are guaranteed to
give 100% satisfaction in every way.
Return anything purchased from us at
any time if it proves otherwise. We
will replace it, refund your purchase price or credit your
credit card, as you wish.
We do not want you to
have anything from
L. L. Bean that is
not completely
satisfactory.

Boat berthing questionable
A consultant's report on berthing space on the Portland waterfront has arrived, and it concludes that there is no shortage of
berthing space for commercial fishing boats. That opinion is not
unanimous. "There are a number of flaws in the report," said
Waterfront Alliance spokesperson Alan Caron. One, supply and
demand projections were based only on current waterfront policy; two, the oil industry (which uses many local support services)
~as left out; three, a number of berthing piers are detiorating; and
fmally, Back Cove, where a 650-slip recreational marina has been
proposed, was not considered. "Almost before the ink had dried
on the report. .. it was to some extent useless," Caron said. A
second phase of the report is intended to address policy. The
survey was commissioned by Portland's Waterfront Task Force.

LLBean~
The store that
knows the outdoors,
Route 1, Freeport, Maine
Only 20 minutes from Portland
Open 24 hours a day, 365 days a year
MasterCardoVisaoAmerican Express
Shop anytime at your convenience.

ATTENTION
Super Contact
CV/CH51

Allied battling Liberty again

BETUB HEALTH CAllE, IRCo
AN

Homeless assured voting right

Anew Eastern Prom apartment complex has been approved by
the Portland Planning Board despite vociferous opposition of the
Munjoy Hill Neighborhood Association. The three-story, 80apartment mass will hunker behind Promenade East, a high-rise
condo complex that dwarfs its 19th-Century neighbors. A condi·
tion of the approval is that 16 of the apartments be set aside for
moderate income people. Munjoy Hill Neighborhood Associa~on :res~dent Kathryn McInnis said her group will be re-arguing
It ~lnts In ~ptember when the city council considers giving the
project a dramange easement. Mcinnis also said the Harborpoint
approval highlights the fact that the planning process leaves
neighborhood people out of the plan.

nursing care.
.
Why? Because oor rates are up to 70% lower than the
largest home health agency; the
agency they will usuaJ.W diBC~
you to if you don't speak up.
Better Health Care is a fully
staffed, Medicare certified home
health care agency with over 100
RN's, LPN's, CNA's, Homemakers,
Physical, Speech and Occupational
therapists available 24 hours a da.Y;
7 d!\ys a week. But to save money;
you have to ask for us by name.

Portland: 76~0680· Brunswick: 729-8200· Blddeforo: 282-3632

THE WEEK IN BRIEF:

Harborpoint condos approved

If yru're abrut to be disc~ed from a local hospital, tell
the discharge nurse you want the most aJ'foIYia.ble home
nursing agency in southern Maine to handle your home

37A Street, So. Rlltland, ME 04106

combined rush of water."
Shaw Brothers Construction Company, the
contractor for the project, separated the two systems under the road. "It definitely should keep'
things cleaner," said Silver. Because the stormwater "will run directly out in the ocean, the sanitary-..
will continue to go into the plant and the plant will
better be able to handle the reduced volume," he
explained.
Environmental improvements aside, Commercial Street merchants complain that the heavy
construction, especially on the Thomas block,
,
caused a decrease in summer business.
''You should be making summer volumes and ~
you're still only making winter volumes," said
Williams, ''We were without a sidewalk for ~
months. We were without a front entrance while
they put in the brick work for a solid week."
Larry Kuusela, superintendent of the project for
Shaw Brothers, said the retail section was leftto~
summer months for two reasons.
"We knew Franklin Arterial was going to be a
real bottleneck. We tried to get it done and over
with before the summer traffic came in," he said.
The location of the outlets for the drainage sy5:='"'
tern was the other reason. ''You have to start right
at the lowpoint of your drainage to get all that done
first and work to a higher point so you're not
working in water," Kuusela said.
-"
The Commercial Street project, started a year
ago, should be completed by Sept. 15,saidKuusela.
Meanwhile retailers are skeptical of its design_
"The sidewalks are very pretty," said Berg. "But
to me, the parking is far more imloorltant
having this raised-up turning lane."
''We're going to have to see it work,"
thony Lekas, manager of Boone's Re;tatrrarlt.
year or two from now we all may be whistling a
different tune."

The L. L. Bean Retail Store is our Catalog-on-Display.
• Durable, well-designed apparel for sports and
casual wear
• Bedding, barbecues, kitchenware and furnishings for your home and vacation cottage
• Sporting and recreational equipment
From camping to canoeing, backpacking to
bicycling-thousands of products to make your
time in the outdoors more enjoyable, !;-:"'9;.......-~-.
more comfortable and more fun.
You'll find our salespeople
have the knowledge and
experience to help you make
the right selection. We call
ourselves "the store that
knows the outdoors" because
we use the equipment we sell.
On your way to summer adventures, make your first stop
at L. L. Bean.

Gray weather didn't defeat
the happy feet at the Maine
Festival, though It did leave
the annual arts festival with
a flnanclally slippery dance
floor. ''We had an amazingly
wonderful audience,
considering It poured on us
for three days," said Judith
Frledlaender, Executive
Director of festival sponsor
Maine Arts, Inc. More than
20,000 people hoofed It to
Deering Oaks Park for the
Aug. 11·13 event.

This month Allied Construction owners Richard and David
Cook are suing developers Michael Liberty and David Cope for
alleged financial mismanagement at Long Wharf, a failed attempt
to put condos and office space on DiMillo's wharf on the Portland
waterfront. Last month Liberty filed suit against the Cooks for
about $2 million, alleging cost overruns and unpaid bills_ The
C~k;> responded tha t Liberty and Cope owed them money. They
onutted Long Wharf from their July allegations, which included
mismanagement of numerous other projects in which the Cooks,
Liberty and Cope were partners. Like the previous suit, the Cooks
in this suit claim that they were left out of important decisions
which exposed them to considerable financial liability. About $4.3
million are involved in this month's round.

WEIRD NEWS:
-:During t~e filming of a samurai adventure, Japanese actor
Yukio Kato, 34, was seriously injured in a battle scene when a real
sword was accidentally substituted for a fake one.
....Starting July 1, healthy men and women in Shanghai will be
reqUIred to donate blood every five yearsorface fines or pay cuts.
The measure is aimed at guaranteeing blood supplies for the
Chinese city's public medical care.
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Owners of: Audi, BMW,
Mercedes Benz, Porche,
Saab, Volvo & VWs
Continentals are original equipment
on all fine Europ,an cars.

@ntinentill ~
.....

tog~nContinentals

SAVE~

Now through August 31 st

FREE WHEEL BALANCING &
/l/!~ f1/k/s ~ ffu~eecf. /

ft.e.w. tilel

new england wholesale tires

456 Payne Rd ., Scarborough
1/4 mi. so. of the Maine Mall

---

Phone 883·8473
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Wine and Cheese
by Andy Newman

Share the Romance
at Portland's
Great Little
Italian Restaurant
tel. 207-772-4647
fax 772-5294

41 Middle St. • Portland
774-2972

Biscuit Basket

Southern Yellow Pine
This rugged hardwood bed is portable and a
snap to assemble. Underbed storage drawers
come in two sizes and may be substituted for
cover in package price. Twin, Queen and
King'" sizes also available.
Choose from the largest selection of futons,
frames and covers in New England. Futon
mattresses from $89.00 to $279.00.
"Up to two weeks special order on King size.

Complete flight course, including
/Solo flightl

Hours: Mon. & Thurs. 10-8
Tues, Wed, Fri 10-7
Sat. 9-5, Sun 12-5

Experience flight as Gentle
as a Bird ... with the safety
of a parachute.

ParaPlal1e775-S0LO

(7656)

(Must regiater by Auguat 20. 1989~

A conversation with

Mary Mathews

What's your shlft7

glass is the perfect gift!
vases / goblets / perfumes
the

great stuff!
_

871-0578

Visa, MasterCard. American Express.
Discover and personal checks welcome

Mary Mathews waltressed for 36 years
before taking a job three years ago at the
parking garage next door to Green
Mountain Coffee Roasters. Mary works the
booth, playing gatekeeper for monthlies
and shoppers alike. Stop by the booth and
tell her a joke. She knows some pretty good
ones.

wedding? anniversary?

FuToN
FuRNISHINGS
621 Forest Avenue near Woodfords Corner, Portland, Maine

Three-thirty to midnight. I like these hours
because for years I did waitress work and used to
be to work at five in the morning. Here I don't
have to get up until I feel like it.

Who parks In this garage7
There's quite a few monthlies that park here and
there's a lot of shoppers and people that work in
the area.

What do you like best about doing thls7
The people are all super. Even the young kids
that hang out there in front of Green Mountain.
They don't bother me - they're just kids trying to
do their things. They'll get it out of their system
after a while.

Do you get many rowdy people using the
garage late at nlght7
There's never any rowdiness in this place.
Unless of course you're talking about hard rock
concerts - and then you get them. They're all
hyped up for the concert and have been drinking
beer before they get here and park.
But when they leave the concert their head has
been jumbled and they can't hear anything or
think, so they're basically calmed down. These kids
are alright - they don't really cause any trouble. I
don't know why people have such a hard time
with these kids today.

Do you feel safe here at nlght7
I feel as safe here as I do at home. And who'd
want to mug an old bird like me!

Do you like doing this better
than waltresslng7
I love this. I stood on my feet for 36 years. Now I
don't get callouses on my feet; I get them some
place else. It's a relief to sit down on a job, and I
don't classify this as a job, because I just love it.
Do you think It's refreshing for people to
see that you like your work so much7
I'm sure it is.They've worked hard all day and
they like to go out of this garage seeing somebody
with a smile on their face. Some of them come by
and tell me jokes. I won't tie up traffic, but if I don't
have anybody behind them I will listen to them.
You wouldn't believe the jokes - some of them get
pretty, well ...

Do you park In this garage7
No, I've never had the urge to drive. Funny
place for me in a parking garage with no car, right?
Oh well. A car is nothing but a headache.

FR

Back-to-School & Fall Fashions at a price to remember us by!

~

ARK

ICASUAL SLACKS \

PASTAS &
(Suggested Retail $25.$50)

Pastas for
all Palettes

MEN. WOMEN. UNISEX

LIFESTYLE CLOTHES FOR THE YOUNG AND
THE YOUNG AT HEART
21 EXCHANGE ST. OLD PORT 871-8060

Egg, Ba~i!, Gar!ic & Herb, Black Pepper, Ginger, Horseradish,
Dark Chili, SqUid Ink and Homemade Ravioli.
Complete Gounnet meals you prepare in 5 minutes!

MON-WED 10·7 THURS-SAT 10-9 SUN 12-5
VISA, MASTERCARD, AMEX, LAYAWAY

NOW OFFERING A FINE SELECTION OF WINES

58 MARKET STREET. OLD PORT 773-7146
Open Every Day Mon.-5at. 11-8

Do you worry about breathing
all that car exhaust7
No. I'm a smoker, so the exhaust doesn't really
bother me.

Would this be a good job for anyone7
No. You have to like people in order to deal
with them all day long. If you don't, you don't
belong in the booth. Treat people the way that you
want to be treated. Some people don't believe it,
but a lot of them do. If you want to treat somebody
nasty, they're going to treat you nasty.

}~

A~ttA
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PASTELS FOR THE
YOUNG HEARTED

146 Ocean St., South Portland
Tel. 799-SAVE
Used & Out-of-Prinl Books
We buy boob, too.
Tue. to Fri. 11-5. Sat. 12-4
Other times by chance ...

Why don't people treat one another beuer7
I really don't know. I think it's sad. Because life
is too short to be miserable and angry and nasty.
You wake up each morning and thank God for the
day and then you go out and try your darnedest to
be nice to everybody. That makes life worthwhile.
It really does.
Andy Newman was told as a child to treat others like he'd like
to be treated -and was ~ely punished when he didn't.

MAXWELL'S
Specialty Housewares
HANrffOl..OGY:ED,JOHNSbNi

773-7977

~)1~1i~ii~(;;ii~]li1'[;1

100 COMMEROAL ST.
IN THE THOMAS BLOCK, JUST
NORTH OF DI MILLO'S

Stop in for a few minutes, or

"A unique sekction offine
products for your home from
Maine and around the world."

browse for bouro. Enjoy!
We're air-conditioned.
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Breakfast & Lunch

~

5 Dana St., Old Port ·761-9567
Open Daily 5 a.m./Sat·Sun 6 a.1IL

This (IQgtI is for opiniollS. Your viI:ws
are here, and sometimes ours. PIe/lSe be
brief when you write, lind ple4se include
a phone number (wlticlt wiU not be
published) so thIIt we can verify your
letter. Send your VIEWS to: VIEWS,
C4SCO Bay Weekly, 187 ClIlrk SI.,
Portlllnd, ME. 04102.

ART AND DRAFTING

supplies sale

A..,..., 17, 1989
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YOURS:
Beer is a drug
Regardingyour AugustlO, 1989 issue in which
you ran a full-page ad on your back page and I
quote "Yes, there is a difference!" The ad tries
diligently to point out the difference between
beer and illegal drugs. Beer is alcohol and as we
all know alcohol is a drug. It is as simple as that
folks. Alcohol has ruined many lives and has
been thecauseofmanydeaths.Allyou have to do
is ask a parent who's lost their child to drunk
dri ving. To all the children and teens and young
adults who may have seen this ad, I would

strongly recommend that you re-read thead.ltis
a big fie (?) kids and anyone who puts beer in
their shopping cart and goes home and tells their
children not to take drugs is not a hypocrite! We
all should stick together and fight these deceivingads. After all, aren't our children'slives worth
the effort?

'1,Sb Of'.f
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---------------- --WiTh
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Oaudia McDonough
Portland

THEIRS:

Sterling Silver
Dolphin
Bangle

~tne surveyors' servIce,lnc.

(S~~S)

small $39 large $49

PREMIER

~Turn..Key" Home Delivered

To Your Lot & Finished!

Why buy a mobile horne in a park? This 14' x 64' 3 bedroom modular horne is
complete with frost wall foundation, 16' well, septic, Merillat kitchen, appliances,
oil furnace, hot air heat, 42 gal. water heater, finished bath, carpeting & more,
No zoning restrictions. Full horne financing. Built to strict quality standards:
2 x 6 construction - R~38 ceiling insulation - Thermo-Pane windows.

FREE HOME PLANNING KIT:

CONTINUOUS OPEN HOUSE

The full story of Showcase. Over 20 pages
of homes, options, prices & buying tips.
• 6 models • financing
• full contracting • building lots

M-F llam-7pm.Sat. 9am-5pm·Sun.12-5pm
Naples: Rte. 302, E. ofRte. 35. A~
from Mardon Marina. (207) 693..ff1i6
Turner: Turner Plaza, Rte. 4 (207) 225-3234

Showcase is your Custom Horne Specialist. Unlimited capabilities ~
from the incredible value of Premier to 3000 sq. ft. luxury homes.

fCA1tc P'K/).v vvuJt-rtH , Itt?! iflL

zB

THE

L-f,S,

Visit US today. 1.. 800..344"()552

:$: d. ~oIe jewelers
10 Exchange St. Portland 772-5119

~I,~

FREE HOME-PLANNING SEMINAR
Saturday, August 26· 7 to 1<>{lm aboard Casco Bay Lines .. Portland
Pick up your invitation at our model home.

SHOWCASE HOMES, INC.
SETTING THE PACE IN AFFORDABLE HOUSING

m

REALlorr

SUmmer hours: Men-Sat 10-8, Sun 12-5

A SHAYNA MAIDEL
by BARBARA LEBOW • Directed by AL MILLER
AUGUST 17 - 27
Performances Thursday-Saturday Sp.m.,
Sunday S p.m. TIckets $7/$S/$10;
$12. gala opening, AUGUST lS.
For reselVations or ticket information
please call 72.9-S584. VISA/Me

You c.NtT

JUST BLACK & WHITE

DATING SERVICE

GET THERE FROM HERE

!

US:
WCO lAY WEEILY strives to be lin instrument of rom-

PUILISIIEI Gary SanlimieUo

munity understtmding. Every Thursday, Casco Bay
Weekly distributes 20,000 papers free of chIIrge-limiUd

EDnot Monte Paulsen

to one copy per reader. No person may take more thtm one
of =:It issue without the permission of Casco Bay W«kly.

IDDDlONAL COPIES of the current issue and/or some
/JQck issues may be purchased for $1 ttICh Ilt the Casco Bay
Weekly offia. Domestic subscriptions llTe mIlikd 3rd c:liIss
and IlTe $36/yetlr, pIlytlb1e in adNnce.

AITS & EmlTAlIMIIT Ann Silomer
NEWS & IPDATIS Han1lllh Holmes
PIOTOGIAPIIS Tonee HIlTbert
ILLDSTUnollS Toki 0sItVnIl
PIODUCnol MANAGEI ElisS4 Conger
DISIGII Truth Hawk

MOGUL MlDIA,.IIC. publishes Casco Bay Weekly.
Entire amtents e 1989 by MogulMedill, Inc.

WE BRING FOLKS TOGETHER
We can copy and
enhance your old,
faded photographs
and make as many
enlargements as
you like.

JUS

r

We'll also process
and print all types of
black &white film.
We can convert to
black & white from
your color originals.

54 YORK STREff 761-5861

CASCO lAY WEEILY
117 CUll s1Im
POITLlND,IUUNE04102
207 775 6601

CIICULATIOI MAllAGEI Diane DesM4T11is
CIICULATIOII Chris Daniels, Jim Englllnd,
Lynn McArdle, Jessica Pew, Elke Rosenberg, PA Trishtl
ADVII1ISlIIG MAllAGEI M/lTg WllttS
ADVEI1ISIIiG 1We Halpert, Gtury Young
CWlIFIlDS John Shtllek
COll1llBUlOa Lynda Barry, Kathy OlTon, Brenda
Chtlndler, Mary Lea Crawley, BarbllTa HiU, Sherry
Miller, Andy Neumum, Kelly Nelson,

Casco Bay Weekly is a member of the
Associalion of Alterntltroe Newsweeklies

MiM Quinn, Don Rubin, Morgan Shepard,
ThomllS A. Verde

.... new and professional

Ii! organization molded from
the area's most legendary bands.

QUALITY FILM DEVELOPING

Il1

laYing...R & B, Motown,
Sixties Classics, S wing and
Miscellaneous Musical Jewels.

FREE FILM plus
FREE EXTRA PRINTS

Now booking ror
weddings, special events,
company and private parties.

every day with

~BIG

Call: 774-4349
or 767-0873
Aug. 19
Private Cruise

• Every Sunday.
Casco Bar Lines

Music ExcursIOn 5.8p.m.
FI 1.1. "IZE
Ll :\1 Ill' E"TEIIT.\I ." HAr

TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:
71 u.s. Route One
30 City Center
Scarborough, ME
Portland, ME
883·5126

DEAL!
CONVENIENT HOURS:
Mon.·Fri. 7:30-6
Sat. 9-1

772·7296

TRUST THE PROS AT BPS PHOTO EXPRESS
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PORTLAND WEST

9

Whale Watch: Island Picnics

CONTINUED from page one

Huge Summer
Sale

Fall
arrIVIng

daily!

The Portland West Neighborhood Planning
Council's low-income housing is scattered
around the city, and the houses look like any
other houses. But non-profit Portland West
hasn't reached success alone, and the state
agency that has always lent them the money
they need now says it has had enough of
Portland West's vague accounting and unpaid
bills. The Maine State Housing Authority
(MSHA) is foreclosing on three Portland West
houses. But can Maine with its $6 million, and
Portland with its $600,000 buy anything better?
This $6.6 million is public tax money and it
subsidizes housing for low-income people.
These and other housing dollars can buy
different kin~s of housing. The plywood boxes
that make up Kennedy Park are one kind of
low-income housing; the little three-story, 19thCentury house at 8 Cushman St. is another.
Portland West and MSHA have been fighting
over three houses since December. MSHA says
Portland West defaulted on three short-term
loans. Portland West says MSHA broke its
promise to replace the short-term loans with
long-term loans.
But as Portland West's dirty laundry is
yanked out of the closet the neighborhood
organization can point to a history of developing houses that people are proud to live in.
Sally Bowen, a mother of three who just moved
from near Kennedy Park to the little green
house at 8 Cushman St. says, '1t's like a culture
shock. It's so quiet. It's very nice."
Meanwhile on Sherman Street, a different
kind of low-income housing project is under
way. York-Cumberland Housing Development
Corp., a 17-year-old non-profit like Portland
West, is buying four buildings in Portland's
Parkside neighborhood - 56, 60, 77 and 111
Sherman street. The poorly-managed houses
have cast a shadow of drugs and prostitution
over Sherman Street. Now they are all being
turned into small, mostly one-bedroom lowincome housing.
There are many kinds of housing that can be
bought with public money -little bits of
housing that blend quietly into a neighborhood;
big chunks of housing that cost less financially,
but are more expenSive in social terms; and a lot
of sizes in between.

A preferred customer

$15.00 Sells
Your/tern!
We guarantee that you will sell your
item when you place an ad in our
Classifieds for three consecutive
weeks. If the item doesn't sell, we will
run your ad until it is sold, at no
additional charge! The CBW
Guarantee applies to specific
categories: WHEELS, and STUFF FOR
SALE. To continue your ad, you must
notify us by Monday noon of the fourth
week. Missing this deadline voids the
guarantee. Ads are limited to 30
words. No refunds. This guarantee is
not applicable to businesses which
derive regular income from the sale of
items that are advertised in the
WHEELS or STUFF FOR SALE
categories ..
To place your ad, use our convenient
Coupon in the classified section or
contact John Shalek at 775-6601.

In the late '60s a chunk of Portland's West
End was smashed to make room for Reiche
School. Included in the demolition plan was an
old brick building on Brackett Street. It was to
be a parking lot.
Jim Oliver and his friend Larry Connolly
pulled together a group of West End residents
to save the building. They asked the Model
Cities Program administered by the City of
Portland for money to fix it up. They didn't get
any.
Eventually, though, the group came up with
political support and $20,000. Model Cities then
gave them $52,000. In the spring of '71 restoration of what has come to be known as the
People's Building began.
Now the People's Building houses what has
come to be known as the Portland West Neighborhood Planning Council. Portland West and
the People's Building have become a social
service giant - an octopus reaching into numerous areas of neighborhood social service (see
"Portland West's other programs" on page 11).
"We bring over a million dollars a year in
social services to Portland," says executive
director and state legislator Jim Oliver.
Each year the members of the neighborhood
group get together and decide what their
priorities for the next year should be. In the
early '80s, as Portland's West End was besieged
by white-collar new comers, low-income
housing became a top priority.
In 1981, with federal money funnelled
through MSHA, Portland West bought 14
Sherman St., a big brick church building. Two
three-bedroom apartments and three twobedroom apartments were created. Downstairs,
the Community Employment Project makes its
home. Portland West's first housing success
wasbom.
Since then Portland West has redeveloped or
built 14 other apartment houses on the Portland
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SPEOAlIZED
Po,rtl..,nd West building on Hammond Street, Patty Stlsl Is su~ounded by her chlldra. and those of her neighbors.

peninsula, and two in Auburn. Most of the
houses are average West End houses - architecturally beautiful. No one passing 8 Cushman St.
would guess that it's a low-income housing
development. The paint on the three-story,
mansard-roofed house is peeling, but no more
than its neighbors. A lilac bush grows at the
side. The front door is open to the summer
breeze, and an orange cat lounges in a secondfloor window. Kennedy Park it ain't.
Portland West apartments are family-sized.
Most have two or three bedrooms. Altogether,
Portland West has developed 64 units of family
housing. Plans for many more are in various
stages of genesis.
The fact that its low-income houses blend in
with their neighbors is just what Portland West
intended. Little bits of housing scattered
through the neighborhood is their philosophy:
by keeping people with different incomes
mixed in together, stigmas, stereotypes and
slums can all be avoided.
Developing affordable housing is not an
exact science. Because of the tight cash flow in
its projects, Portland West has sometimes had
to borrow from Peter to pay Paul, says Ed
Rosenthal, ex~irector. For example, a May
Street apartment was once totally wrecked by a
tenant, requiring $10,000 in repairs. The building's rents weren't generating that kind of
money, so Portland West got MSHA's permission to "borrow" the money from two other
buildings. That resulted in a financial squeeze
at those two buildings.
Portland West didn't find success alone.
During the real estate boom of the mid-'80s,
MSHA was wealthy. A tax paid every time real
estate changed hands was pouring into the
MSHA. And MSHA was always ready to share
with Portland West. MSHA Director Libby
Mitchell used to heap praise on the housing
policy of Portland West as she cut ribbons at
Portland West homes.
MSHA has always given Portland West's
projects long-term mortgages "automatically,"
Oliver says. Indeed, the authority has lent an
average of $98,000 for 13 Portland West houses
- $1.27 million in the last six years. Added to
that is $639,000 in bridge loans and grants, for a
grand total of $1.92 million. The loans are well
below market rate, often with interest rates of
five to eight percent. In many cases, repayment
of the loan is deferred for years.
. In addition to short-term and long-term
financing, Portland West has received special
treatment.
Only for Portland West did MSHA set up a
revolving development loan fund - a "bank" of
$100,000. Established in 1987, this fund allowed

Portland West pay for the services of architects,
engineers and other consultants without first
clearing each expense with MSHA. These
expenses come early in a project, before any
source of funding is nailed down. With the
revolving loan fund, the early costs could be
paid out of the revolving loan fund, then when
financing was secured the fund could be repaid
for future projects.
MSHA wasn't the only agency rewarding
Portland West's hard work. The City of Portland has lent the group $564,544 over the years
(most of this is federal money). The city has also
promised extensive funding for the proposal
that Portland West hopes will be its coup de
grace, the Rosa True School which will combine
housing, day care and Head Start (pre-kindergarten) program. And since 1983 Portland has
allotted about $40,000 a year in federal funds to
Portland West for salaries and overhead.
Furthermore, Oliver says his organization is
the first in the country to win three annual,
$50,000 Neighborhood Development Grants
from the federal Housing and Urban Development (HUD) bureau.
Portland West had no reason to believe those
doors would suddenly swing shut.

"Section 8" assistance
If you live alone in Greater Portland
and don't have a lot of money, you may
be eligible for "Section 8" housing assistance. Under Section 8 the federal government pays any part of your rent that goes
over 30 percent of your income.
Basically, if you make less than half the
money the average Portlander does, you
qualify. Thanks to all the lawyers in town,
as long as your family is small, you can
have a moderate annual income and still
qualify: $12,850 for two people, $15,550
for three and $17,300 for four.
It may take you years to get off the
waiting list for a Section 8 Certificate, but
when you do you can live in any apartment you can find, all utilities and parking included, for the same 30 percent of
your income. The only hitch is that the
apartment can't cost more than $489 per
month for a one-bedroom apartment, $618
for a two-bedroom and $693 for a threebedroom. The average Section 8 certificate
holder - usually a single mother - pays
only $150 per month.
Applications can be filled out at the
Portland Housing AuthOrity, 211 Cumberland Ave. Or call 773-4753.

What went wrong?
July 28 was a sticky, sweltering day with
thunder and rain. Reporters jockeyed for
position in a conference room at Maine Housing Enterprise office on Congress Street. MSHA
Director Libby Mitchell waited in front of the
microphones.
When Jim Oliver crashed the press party,
Mitchell aide Richard Davies shoved him back
out of the room. But with his bodyguard of
young mothers and Portland West staff, Oliver
persevered. Portland West staff dissuaded
Oliver from actually fighting Davies.
A tense Libby Mitchell announced that she
would foreclose on three Portland West properties. Mitchell told the press Oliver was uncooperative. After Mitchell's announcement Oliver
told the press Mitchell backed out on a promise
of money.
It's actually since December that the "hesaid-she-said" has been going back and forth,
with the facts sometimes quite different,
depending on which side you're sitting on.
For example, in late July Oliver circulated a
press release offering to give two buildings
back to MSHA in exchange for help developing
two others. When Mitchell was informed of
this, she criticized Oliver for negotiating in the
press, saying she had never seen the proposal
before. Oliver said his attorneys, Severin
Beliveau and Jamie Pitney, had drawn up the
proposal and sent it to MSHA the week before.
Either Mitchell isn't opening her mail, or
Oliver's lawyers didn't send a proposal.
Those who see Mitchell's side say Oliver's
attitude is confrontational, and that he refuses
to admit he's in the weeds financially. They say
that while he's never done anything wrong, he
has not run a tight ship.
Those who see Oliver's side say Mitchell is
deaf to compromise suggestions, and is being
manipulated by her staff. They applaud Oliver
for continuing to fight bureaucracy in order to
keep producing low~ensity, high quality, lowincome hOUSing.
Oliver himself says the foreclosure is a result
of Mitchell's staff turning surly, and convincing
Mitchell to slam the door on her old friend.
Mitchell, however, accuses Oliver of mismanaging the $504,000 that MSHA lent him to
buy the three buildings. She has the numbers
on her side.
Portland West is in default on three shortterm loans - called bridge loans - totalling
$504,000. In ]987 when real estate was being
snapped up too fast to give non-profits a chance
to buy, Mitchell's office came up with bridge
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loans. This money could be borrowed very
quickly. Once the property was bought, the
organization would have a year or so to find
long-term financing, and repay the bridge loan.
In June, July and December of 1987 Portland
West took three bridge loans to buy properties
on Bell Street and Brackett Street in Portland
and on Main Street in Raymond. The due dates
ranged from 10 to 20 months. Portland W~st
has paid some interest on the loans, but the due
dates on the principal have long since come and
gone.
MSHA has two problems with this. One, the
short-term money has been tied up too long.
Two, those buildings are uninhabited for the
most part.
"We would like to get the properties into the
hands of a non-profit that will develop them
before winter," she said at her July press
conference_
Jim Oliver has the neighborhood on his side.
He says MSHA promised the same long-term
funding it's now criticizing Portland West for
not having. Portland West was sure all along
that MSHA would provide the long-term
funding that it always has. It even had a letter
of commitment - a promise - from MSHA for
long-term funding of Bell Street (which expired
before Portland West responded). Oliver also
says Mitchell called him at home this spring to
say the Raymond project would get a commitment letter in two days. "We never would have
entered these projects if we didn't have the
support of Maine State Housing," he says.
"We're a non-profit. We can't take risks."
There is a flaw in the argument, however.
Under duress Portland West will confess that
MSHA's letters committing long-term funding
to the Bell Street project expired months ago,
because MSHA didn't like the financial projections for the project MSHA thought it was too
expensive - too much paid out for construction
and not enough coming in as rent Portland
West's final plea is that MSHA never formally
withdrew the letter.
To a degree, Portland West has hit its own
thumb with a hammer. Oliver knows his
aggression has turned off Mitchell's staff, but he
doesn't apologize for that. "Why wouldn't we
push?" he asks.
Confrontational relationships are nothing
new to the man who, with six others, was
arrested last summer for facing down a bulldozer that eventually demolished a historic
building at 76-68 Park Street.

A mid-day cruise on Casco Bay is the best way to see
the Maine coast-on the Diamond Pass run by Peaks Island,
the Mailboat run all the way to Cliff Island, or any of our
other cruises. It's cooler on the water, too.
Don't let summer pass you by without seeing the best of the bay.
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Portland West's problems neither begin nor
end with MSHA.
The cavernous second floor of the People's
Building shelters Portland West's administrative offices. OppoSite a sink stacked with clean
coffee cups, a bulletin board flutters with
children'S drawings, brochures and announcements on social services. The whole space
smells of spices from the Good Day Market on
the floor below.
Sitting behind a desk in his office, Jim Oliver
is nearly hidden by foot-high stacks of manilla
folders, envelopes, newspapers, and whoknows-what-all kind of paperwork. More
papers, folders and files are in boxes on the
floor or stacked on the other desks in the little
room.
The confusion that reigns in the office also
has a grip on the housing program. Along with
its history of building beautiful housing for
low-income people, Portland West has compiled a record of vagueness. This is not a
prosecutable offense, but it has cost the organization some credibility. "Why can't they pay
their own way? We really don't know," Mitchell says.
The revolving loan fund is an example of
vagueness. It disappeared .
The $100,000 bank set up for Portland West
was spent on numerous items, and was never
replenished. In fact, Portland West went back to
MSHA looking for a grant of $250,000 because
it had far overspent the fund . No formal report
of the expenditures was ever made, according
to the MSHA, although that was a condition of
the-grant.
Oliver does not apologize for spending the
money. 'That's the purpose of the money," he
says. "That's the reason the legislature gave
them the real estate transfer tax. We're just
helping them meet their goals."

MSHA gave Portland West another gift with
similar results. In 1987 Portland West established a branch, Pine Tree Family Housing,
which developed two properties in Auburn.
Although Portland West needed no new staff or
office space, MSHA donated $35,000 for the
occasion. Again, no formal report of expenditures was made, says MSHA.
MSHA isn't the only place Portland West
owes money to. The Portland Housing Authority is awaiting repayment of a $133,000 bridge
loan used to buy property on Tate Street. Next
in line are Alpha Management Corp. and P-R
Construction Corp., both of Scarborough, who
are suing Portland West for $14,479.19 worth of
work they claim they haven't been paid for. The
City of Portland is also awaiting payment of
$3,600 in property taxes on seven undeveloped
parcels, some with buildings. Finally, Plummer
Insurance Company has fronted Portland West
about $11,000 to prevent a lapse on the three
bridge loan properties.
As these problems rain down, Portland West
faces the threat that private contributors like
church groups and the United Way will run for
cover_ "It will hurt us with raiSing money
immediately," Oliver says.
But these storms are nothing new. Portland
West has "consistently failed to provide documentation of sources of money and how it is
being spent," is how the Evening Express
paraphrased the viewpoint of the city's Public
Service Division a full decade ago.
Besides financial problems there are staff
problems at Portland West- Oliver has been
acting director of the housing division since
April when Ed Rosenthal took a job at the
Maine Housing Enterprise. Director of tenant
services Kevin Gremse will be leaving for
graduate school in September.
This will leave Oliver, part-time Assistant
Director Trish Waldron and consultant Bruce
Reeves, who at $200-a-day was paid about
$27,000 last year. Oliver says his salary is also
"in the mid-20s."
"It's not a problem of being understaffed. It's
not a problem of not having enough money,"
insists Oliver. The only problem is that the
MSHA broke its promise, he says.
All the bickering over what went wrong may
soon be moot. The MSHA has set an auction
date of Aug. 21 for the three bridge loan
properties.

MSHA's shifting foundation
Although politiCS play some part in determining what kind of housing is built, money
has a lot to do with it, too.
As Portland West's problems were building,
MSHA was developing trouble of its own. Real
estate sales had plummeted, shrinking the
number of transfer tax dollars that MSHA could
lend to developers. When Maine real estate is
moving fast, the MSHA has a lot of money to
spend. The recent real estate bust, however, has
bitten into funding .
Mitchell, though, denies that tight finances
influence the decision of who gets money, as
long as the financial projections are reasonable_
"You can build small and still build with an
acceptable level of expense," she says. "That
doesn't mean open checkbook."
MSHA also has a problem in the fact that it's
missing some money and the documentation
for where it went.
Mitchell says the $35,000 grant for Pine Tree
Family Housing was intended to "get them to
organize their housing initiatives into one
entity." Money well spent? "It's difficult to
answer that," Mitchell waffles.
Mitchell says MSHA is not to blame for the
missing $100,000. "The whole point was to
teach them to be more independent," she says.
When she saw that the lesson had failed, she
began to look harder at Portland West's finances, she says.
In addition, with falling revenues, the peruni t cost is becoming a more important part of
each housing proposal. Developers achieve low
per-unit numbers by building big. "You buy 60
windows, 60 doors, you get a bargain," Oliver
says. "That's economy of scale." But Oliver
warns against these housing bargains. "What
do you get? Your next slum."
Even so, Oliver recogniZes that when dollars
are scarce Portland West's style of low-income
housing starts to look too expensive. "We
realize they're going to have to change their prin--' >ies," he says, but insists that previous
commitmen ts must be met. "I didn' t create the
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Danny and Irene Mcuon lean out of Mason's a
48 Brackett St., one of the buildings the MSttf'rt
, ment at
pans to foreclose on.
market boom, and I didn't end it either"
Meanwhile, Portland West stands to 'Jose
When MSHA forecloses, Portland West willhave t~ eat consultant fees, as well as interest it
haspald o~ the bridge loans for the three
prOjects. It IS unclear what will become of a
HUD grant of $175,000 given to Portland West
~or the Bell Street project Already $55000 f't
IS spent.
'
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As Portland West twists in the wind the
Sherman Street pr~ject put together by YorkCumberland H?usmg Enterprises is sailing
forwar~. The CIty of Portland is contributing a
w~~ppmg $430,000 loan toward the $2.7
mllhon,
. I
. . four-building prOJ·ect. The f'mancla
projectl?n looks safe to the MSHA, and it will
be floatmg a bond for $2.1 million in order to
finance the project.
Housing in these buildings has been extremely dense, and neighbors blame that for
d~g and ~rostitution problems. Most of the 54
Units have Just one bedroom. Following an
outc~ by the neighborhood and pressure from
the CIty, York-Cumberland has ag:r:eed to
combine some one-bedroom umts into two- ana
three-bedroom units when it redevelops_
Instead of 54 units there will be SO.
Sound good?
Not to the neighbors. This is not the Parkside
Neighborhood Association's idea of good housing. Most of the units in the four buildings are
one bedroom_ That means tenants won't be
families, but single people who won't stick
around. Jeff Stevenson, a Parkside resident,
says, "You cannot get human living conditions
when it's too crowded. People do not want to
live in a cubbyhole. The best long-term interest
for the neighborhood is a stable population of
. families."
He also notes that Sherman Street is already
densely populated with low-income people.
"You need a mix of various kinds of people in a
neighborhood," he says. ''This neighborhood
has been considered a sacrifice zone for the rest
of the city."
Of the neighbors' fears, Libby Mitchell says
"I can understand that. But what are the
realistic alternatives?" Stevenson has a number
of suggestions for subsidized home ownership,
allowing low-income people to build equity
instead of eternally paying subsidized rents.
A question that remains unanswered is
whether the drugs-and-prostitution stigma that
Sherman Street now suffers from will simply
become a low-income-I:tousing stigma when the
use of the buildings changes. The buildings are
clustered on one street, and will be densely
populated with low-intome people - the kind
of thing Portland West tries to avoid.
Oliver believes he knows the answer. For 20
years in Portland he's been fighting to create
the kind of low-incom e p rograms that don't
perpetuate low-income problems. He's not
about to stop scattering little chunks of housing
around the city.
With typical Oliver bluntness he states, "The
point is four units (of ~ousing) work in the lives
of pcorle. It wt'rks m t'le lives of the neighbors.
t;o we're J;omg to "tick with four units.'
tiannuh Holme~ IS a reporter for Casco /l,IY Weekly, which
IS pr.bllSired Oil: of offices;" Porlland's West End.

416 Fore St. • Old Port. 774-4342
HllTbert

Portland West's
other programs
. The Portl.and West Neighborhood Planmng Counal, based in the People's Buildin
at 155 Brackett St., Portland (phone numbe;
775-{)105) is abo~t.20 years old. The neigh- .
borh~ group IS mvolved in a lot more than
developmg lOW-income hOUSing. These other
prop-ams are not involved in the current
Mame State Housing Authority controversy.

Patio Dining, too

HOURS:

The Community Employment Program
Youths are referred from other agencies
to the.year-round program, which gives
the~ Jo.bs, training, and experience. A
~titutlOn program gives community service
JObs to young offenders, whose wages pay
for damage they may have done elsewhere

Educational Opportunities Center
.
:ou~ an~ adults can get academic COunffiJ1PKtJJ~SlJl !.n;1!.. M •.'lr.iy<'" ,...., ..... --- - ~
Summer Youth Employment
About 25 low-income youth each summer
are given jobs working in city parks, recreation facilities, etc.

Foster Grandparents Program
Low-income elderly people are matched
up with low-income neighborhood children.
Portland West started Foster Grandparents
as a national demonstration model in 1977.

Good Nelghbon Newspaper
The monthly paper informs West End
residents of the issues Portland West feels
are important.

Community Ball Project
Bail money for low-income defendants.
Shoestring Theater
The neighborhood, volunteer theater is
put to work fundraising, teaching, and
entertaining young and old in the West End.

Heat Convenlon
In the early '80s wood stoves were bought
for low-income families, and fire wood is
now ordered in bulk at a low cost.

Lunch 11-4
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late-night troublemakers appear to be college-educated people who likely hold good jobs and act
responsibly by day.
"But
by night
they're
slobs," ~ .~
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it is complete mayhem in the Old Port," he
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- from an Aug. 7 story in the Portland Press Herald.

Seek Safety At

Neighborhood Improvement
Various legal and human rights agencies
serve low-income tenants in their disputes or
complaints with landlords.

Legal Services Outreach to Homeless
Through Portland's seven homeless
shelters, attorneys give legal counsel to
homeless people_

Community Health Services
Preventive health care, an AI-Anon
group, day care for GED students, and a
women's exercise class are offered.

Other prOgrams

865 Forest Avenue
it Maine's #1 Dine and Dance Club
Where Grown Ups Go To Party!

O ver the years Portland West has also
organized the maintenance and renovation
of many parks and playgrounds. Portland
West distributes child safety seats. It also
lends People's Building space to such groups
as Brownies, Cub Scouts, Explorers, Smokers
Anonymous, Take Back the Night, and We
Who Care

Ticket Info. 773-6885 • Entertainment Hotline 775-2494
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• If your pals tell you
to go fly a kite, go ahead
and do it. Lots of people
will be flying their kites
today from 1-5 p.m. on the
Eastern Prom. Bring your
own kites to fly or just
come by to watch the skies
fill with color. For more
information, call 871-0035.
• A television special
based on the children's book
"A Caribou Alphabet" by
Maine author Mary Beth

or pipe and tabor. The dancers will be at a variety of
outside sites in Portland:
Jewish Home for the Aged at
1 p.m., Tommy's Park at 3
p.m., Green Mountain Coffee
• According to some fans,
Roasters at 4 p.m., Monument
his voice is lower than a rattle- Square at 5 p.m. and the
snake in a wagon track.
sidewalks of the Old Port at 7
Country singer Dick Curless
p.m.
takes the stage at Raoul's,
• Michael Danahy, Karen
playing such hits as "A Tomb- Douglass, Steve Luttrell, Pat
stone Every Mile" and
Murphy, Frederick Schwartz
"Hainesville Woods." Tickets and Annie Seikonia read from
are $8. Raoul's is at 865 Forest their newly published book
Ave., Portland. For more
"Six Portland Poets" at 7 p.m.
information, call 773-6886.
at Raffles Cafe Bookstore, 555
• "A Shayna Maide ," the
Congress St., Portland. For
revival of last winter's Theater more information, call 761Project production, is about
3930.
the reunion of a Jewish family
in America after fleeing the
August 27 at the Theater
Project, 14 School St., Brunswick, Thursday-Saturday at 8
• Scott Vile, the owner /
p.m. and Sunday at 5 p.m.
operator of the Ascensius
Tickets are $10/$8. For more
Press, offers a workshop, "The
information, call 729-8584.
Art of the Book," under the
auspices of the Maine Writers
and Publishers Alliance today
and tomorrow 1-5 p.m. at The
Book Studio, 20 Danforth St.,
Portland. The workshop will
cover a mix of history and
• The American Traveling information on the book arts
Morrice Dancers are touring
with hands-on work at the
Maine, performing English
press. The cost is $75 for
ritual dances. The dances are
members of the MWPA, $85
performed by six men at a
for all others. Pre-registration
time with either sticks or
is necessary. For more inforhandkerchiefs in hand accom- mation, call 729-6333.
panied by at least one musi• After Dark Against
cian, who performs lively
AIDS, the summer series of
English folk melodies on
nighttime entertainments to
accordion, concertino, fiddle,
benefit the AIDS Project,

..

."

..

. .....

,'

.. . .

continues with a chern-free
party at USM Portland Gym
on Deering Avenue, Portland.
There will be dancing and refreshments for all ages starting at 8 p.m. Donations are $5
at the door.

Owens airs tonight at 7 p.m.
on MPBN television. The first
part of the program is devoted to learning about
caribou; the second part tells
the story of the current
project to
reintroduce the species into
Maine.

given by Emerson W. Baker at
7:30 p.m. at the Cousins Island
Community House in Yarmouth. The lecture, sponsored
by the Yarmouth Historical
Society and the Cousins and
Littlejohn's Island Improvement AsSOCiation, covers how
early families in Yarmouth
might have lived from archaeological evidence and
research from other southern
Maine settlement Sights. The
lecture is free and open to the
public.
• "Life in Maine: An Ar• James Walker performs a
chaeological View" is the title one-man show, based on the
of an illustrated lecture being story "Diary of a Madman" by
Nickolai Goga], at 8 p.m. at
the Theater at Monmouth,
Cumston Hall in Monmouth.
The ~tory focuses on PoprIShkin, a lonely Russian clerk
in love with his boss's daugh- A dlff.,.nt Jua quartet: The World 8uopltone Quartet at
PPAC Aug 18 at 8 p.m. Por tlobt Information, 774-0411.
ter, who reads in the paper
that Spain is looking for a new
land's most colorful neighborking and decides to take the
hoods. The tour is part of
job. Tickets for the performGreater Portland Landmarks'
ance are $7. For information
August "Sunset Series" at the
or reservations, call 933-9999.
Portland Observatory, and
• The last in the summer
will begin at the Observatory
series of concerts in Deering
at 5:30 p.m. The cost is $2. For
Oaks Park features the electric more information, call 7745561.
jazz sounds of In Transition,
who perform tonight at 7
• The improvisational
p.m. at the Bandstand in
theater troupe Mixed Nuts
Deering Oaks Park, Portland. performs fast-paced theater
games as a benefit for the
The concert is free and open
to the public.
AIDS Project at 8 p.m. at
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave.,
Portland. Tickets are $10. For
more information, call 7736886.

• "Mama Turns 100," the
1979 film by Carlos Saura, is
about a lOO-year-old mother
immortal, while her children
and grandchildren wait
greedily to inherit the land
she dwells on. Saura's comedy has just recently been
released in the United States.
Its Maine premiere begins
tonight at The Movies on
Exchange Street, Portland.
Showtimes are 7 and 9 p.rn.
through Saturday, with a 1
p.rn. matinee on Saturday and
Sunday.

The AmerIcan
Travelling
Morrice
Dano.r.
perform Ingllih
rltualclance.

around Portland
on Autun 18.

• Arthur Gerrier leads a
walking tour of Munjoy Hill
focusing on the architecture
and history of one of Port-

n<>lr~",.,.,,<>t1 by the East
Coast
tonight through
Sunday at Atlantic Hall in
Cape Porpoise. The story
revolves around Linna, whose
Argentine upbringing and involvement in her country's
politics are revealed through a
series of flashbacks until the
soiled fabric of her existence is
unfolded. The play is directed
by Suze Allen with Janet
Cipriani as Linna, Kevin
Shone, Randy Aromando and
others. Performances are at 8
p.m. Tickets are $10 for adults,
$5 for children 12 and under.
For more information, call
967-5651.
• The State Street Traditional Jazz Band, who play
benefit concerts of New

WED-SAT 7.9
SAT-SUN MAT 1

cnili;~; 1>{hntfil"~
AUG. 111-19, FRI·SAT 11:15

KING SUNNY ADE
and his 19 piece Afro-Pop Orchestra from Nigeria

'"" _ylW,llOtl ~ ~

AUG.19-22

DOUBLE FEATURE!

Sept. 14, 1989

-~j()~IN' ~~~s~~; 3~4;
l'Q~'1T .S UN-TUBS 8, 10:i~
'THE !",,,-OC' ttF'l.Ot."

Call 775-6601

SUN-TUES7,9:1~

.m.

Tickets available at ZOOTZ, Amadeus and Enterprise
GET READY FOR

ZOOTZ 2ND ANNIVERSARY BASH!

Saturday, August 26

31 FOREST AVENUE, PORTLAND. 773-8187

Quarterly
WELLNESS
Report

Minnie the
Moocher

SAT-SUN MAT 2;4~

:1~

AUG.23-27

WED-SAT 7.9

~--=-~~SAT-SUN MAT 1

I MAMAI
TUR..NS100

• A music and dance festival for Women's Equality Day
takes place today, 2-5:50 p.m.
at SMVTI in South Portland.
The event, sponsored by
Maine N.O.W., includes
entertainment by the FrancoAmerican singer Josee Vachon, a one-woman performance by Ellie Sparks, and
Penobscot and Maliseet
Indian legends set to music by
Barbara Magee. Tickets for the
festival are $10. For more
information, call 871-0618.

..-.

The Lowell Angkor
Cambodian Dance Troupe

• The first Cambodian Cultural Festival takes place
tonight at the Portland Performing Arts Center. The
Lowell Angkor Cambodian
Cfiea, w ntso l'efronn" -'-'- -_ _ _ _~
Cambodian comedy and
drama, and Thoeun Thou,
whose family was part of the
Royal Ballet Troupe of Prince
Sihanouk. Music will be
performed by a traditional
music ensemble led by Pirun
Sen. There will also be Cambodian food and an exhibit
featuring works by folklorist
Charlotte Agell and photographers Sedrlc Chatterly and
Joseph Kievitt, documenting
the contemporary Maine
Cambodian Community. The
festivities begin at 8 p.m. at
25A Forest Ave., Portland.
Tickets are $10, available at
the PPAC box office (7740465) or at Amadeus Music
and Gallery Music.

.,-

THE-MOVIES .
Jean
GremillOl1'S

Orleans-style jazz, play at 8:30
p.m. at the State Street
Church, 159 State St., Portland. Proceeds from tonight's
concert benefit the Ocean
View Adult Day Care Center
in South Portland. A $5
donation is suggested.

for Ad Space

CascoBav
"\MEEKLY
- .. ~r: .'

_.' ~.- . : - ~

~':

Across Town,
Across The State•••
OUickail ....r Mesaenger SeNiOl
81*:18112:'. In RUSH SERVlCE
throughout Maine and
Northern New England, as well as
local Portland area deliveries!

Khmer Music, Dance, Food and Art

Saturday, August 26th 8:00 PM
Portland Performing Arts Center

For
Ordinary
People!
Center for
Performance
Studies
Box 8515,
Portland
Take OJ!

772-0360
Beginning

September 18th

No Rush Charges Ever!

Tickets $10 Call: 774-0465
Available also at Amadeus Music
& Gallery Music

Open 6 Days 10 a.m.-1 0 p.m.
147 Cumberland Ave. Portland

Economical Rates. Bonded Drivers
24 hours a dayf1 days a weak
Radio Dispatched
Deliveries Fully Insured
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~~~'Mth
from Natonal ErdcJlNrT'ent for the Arts, Fdk Arts ard
Next

LodaelC;,.., of the Loon ard the Sonesta Hotel
Franco
Master, Sat.

9
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August 17, 1989
The Boyz (rock) The Brunswick, 34
West Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 9344873.
The Re.1 B.nd (rock) Mr. Goodbar, 8
West Grand, Old Orchard Baach. 9349285.
Bill St,.ot Gau) Blue Moon, 425 Fore
St. , Portland. 87H)663.
ScoU O.kley Trio (jazz) Little Willies, 36 Market St., Portland. 773-4500 .
.I.smln (acoustic) The Shawmut Inn,
Kennebunkport. 967-3931 .
R.D. Rlddum (raggae) The Pound,
Shore Rd., Cape Neddick. 363-5471.

Restaurant and Tayern

~~\
'... CheckRaw
Out Our New
l;!)1 '~...,;,/. , .
Bar'

.

Down Eas
Special

SATURDAY+

Compiled by Ann Sitomer

.

U.llng. mu.1 be NCelved by 5 pm I ... Thursay prior to publica lion
Ann Sitomer, c..co a.y W_kly, 187 C .. rkSt....l. Portland 04102

Tuesday Night 5 to
Lobster, Steamers, Cup of Chowder,
Corn on the Cob & Cole Slaw

$11.95
• THE BEST FOOD ON THE WATERFRONT •

HAPPY HOUR
4-6 MON.-FRI
on the waterfront
in the Old Port
84 Commercial Street
Portland, ME • 774-3550

-

T ... Aby. . is the latest trom down
under, and this time ifs not Australia.
An undersea 'city· is attacked by a sea
monster.
a.tnuln Michael Keaton is Bruce
Wayne, fighting against an oppressive
evil world of Gotham City lorded by the
Joker (Jack Nicholson). The sets are
designed by Anton Furs~ who designed
the sets forStanley Kubrick's 'Full Metal
Jacket,' among other films. The movie
has a wonderful look. Unfortunately
the plot and characters fall far short oi
the movie's menacing and profound
sets.
De.d Poet. Society Peter Weir's
movie is about a group of schoolboys in
a stnct New England prep school who
are inspired by an English teacher
(Robin WHliamsl to looK beyond the
ordinary and to ive their own dreams
rather than conform to the expectabons of their parents and schoolmasters. Williams' acting does little to insPIre, but hiS character gives the rest of
the s.tory the impetus it needs to carry
on Without him. USing the haunting and
mystical images that have become his
...~ W&iLmakas thebaYLinitiaDo 1.1Ie Righi Thing &ike Lee's third
mil/or release, '00 The!=li h Th' . '
a luftn,ny, almost theabical'!.,~vie'~:'St
con Ict between y
and
abou
and female, ltafian~S Blac::de,maacksle
and Koreans """"Ie h
'
able with th '.--" w 0 are comforte status quo and tho
Want to overthrow it The moviese~o
~ i~ hot day in a black neig~~

ri~..tz~~~eru'ithttielethingS

build into a
of BrookJy Sp'ke
sa rap
doing
~". Lf!'9 has proven that
don the nght thing IS easier said the
ou~ - and .that ~lieving that Wha~
~till. doing IS the nghllhing is harder

from \be tUgS lit

'DUCl 'QU~6\

coming August 23rd

HT::r' I Shrunk. Ihe Kid. and
doubl::'reaTr:eUb~ IS. a Walt Disney

VIDEOP-ORT

..... tlm9.:2eJ.i.ve'C5"
Ha~. your movie...'
delivered & pick up'
•

• We del/ver the large.t
selection of Videos to
ALL of PORTLAND and
PEAKS ISLAND

7 73-1999

RAY
CHARLEs

.

'H~ney, I Shrunk II! ~~.~~~s,:~

~nls loses hiS and the neighbors' kids
In ~ backyard alter an experiment
backfires. 'Tummy Trouble' stars the
stars of TDon Town - Roger Rabbit
Ba.by Herman and Jessica -in this tully'
animated feature
LeIh8~ WellpOn il Danny Glover and
Gibson play two cops fighting South
AfrlC2ll drug smugglers. LOts of prodct
u . p lacement and politically
des make up !he bulk of th~~
e movie.starts!" the beginning of a
car chase, plot IS something which
never seems to cross Ihe prodicer's
mind.
M.~~urns 100 Carlos Saura's 1979
mOVl.e IS about an old and wealth
matnar~ whose greedy children an~
grandchildren anxiously await her
demise.
Mlnnlelhe MoocherandA .Iumpln'
Nlghlln I ' " C8rden
Eden is a
~ocal double feabJre. The first is a
. H mrteentary about the~·azz hot spots
on a m: The Co
voy TIllie' Chick lion lub, The Sa'.
s
en Shack. The sec~lennd diS abou
Amt k!ezm.er music, which is a
f
.~
encan Jazz With the G
Ukrainian and Greek folks tune/PSY,
PII,.nthood Steve Martin and cast
f thousand.s slar in this new comedy
°bo
a ut AmeflC2ll family life
P.U~ BI.nc.... ThfI Mai~e premiere
of thiS 1949 French movie is based on
~ play by Jean Anouolh and directed by
ean Grelmllon. The movie is about a
penniless a.nd recluse proprietor of a
casUe,. hiS Illegitimate hall-brother a
crude Inn-keeper from the village and
a npe young mistress who comes
am,on g the men inciung both lust and
Jeaousy.
The Rocky Horror PlcluN Show
sacultmovieextravaganza. Thesto
If you must know, is about a you~
COuple whose car breaks down on a
stormy night and find themselves
trapped In a castle <nnabited by people
~m the planet fran~sexual. Susan
randon plays the Umld Janet Tim
Curry IS wonderful in leather and lace
singing 'Sweet Transvestite:
'

Me!

W:

~ ~~;b-y ~UGUST 27
- 3:00
Hosts:
Radio

WXGL&WL\M

MUSIC
CLUBS
Raitt at Raoul's
Bonnie Raitt played for more
than 3,000 people Monday night
at the Cumberland County Civic
Center - and after the show she

What's Where

went to hear John Hammond
plan an impromptu jam session

Maine Mall Cinemas

with local musicians at Raoul's,

Maine Mall Road, S Portland

Hammond, who plays a mean
Del
ta blues guitar, dropped in
th So
on
e
uthem Maine Blues

n'·1Cl22

Lat It R.... cPG-1~'

1:15, ~:15, 4:15, 7:30, Q:30 (:5AU; 18)

111m.... HootGli PG,

1 2:45,~, 5:10, 7:15,

:25

Sodety, a new group established

P_th_IPCI-t3,
12:45, ~:45, ?, 9:50

LathoII W _ 11111,

1:30,',7:15, Q:30 ~hrough!.ug 17)

to promote blues music and
develop career and economic

1:45, '':':;':':30cJa~~~ug 18,
1:30,.:30,7:20,10
_ _" '''",nk _".........

C
<
oppor tu ru't'les lor
per,ormers.
The t WO VISItOrs
"
heard about the
an...... Jon.. _~
thl
_
_ _ ",.;;;;noI=:th=--':~~!ijCru~.;;;-~cPG~".L!....._-lf-m!"-o~n~...:y:....mee.a,~ting on the Evenin'
TIM ..b;:'ipa"f~1
.
d'
IN nn WMPG and
1",7,10
JUst eaded to stop by,
10 am, 12:35 1m shows on Fn-S..
• The SOCiety is throwing their

1IImmr
"""'7:25,
.... tPGI
1,3:10, S:20,
Q:!15

Nickelodeon

T...... ~~%~, PonIand
Ru~~~~~~~)
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1:20,'. 7:20. Q:40 ~hro GO"
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fIrst fundraiser next Monday at
Details are below. The

Ra~ul's,

S:OC1ety is open to anyone who
likes the blues, musicians and
non-musicians alike. To learn
more,' call 871-0425. Thel'r
meetings are the second Monday
of the month at 7p,m. at Raoul's
865 For t A p
,
es
ve"
ortIand,

- """"
"'1
1:30, ",
7:30, g:4:5IPG.UJ

Do Th. Rlaht ThinglAJ
1:20,'. 7:20. Q,w ~hrougfi Aug 17)

The Movie.

.

10 Excllange, Poniand

m-9600

Th. lI ....kr " _ Plet

1I:1~Show IIIJ
P.tte ••"nch. .
Aua 16-20

Aug II1-1Q ..

Wed·Sat at 7 9

Sat-Sun

mal

a. 1

IIlnnle the Moocher
A Jumpln' NIGht In the a.rdett of .den

Double feature

Aug 1• •22
Sat·Sun mal at 2:45 (3:45)
Sun· Tue .. 7 (8) ••:15 (10:15,
'tum. 100
Aug 23-27

".mII

Wed-Sat .. 7, II

Sal-Sun

mat at 1

THURSDAY+
D~k Curt. . .

(country) Raoul's 865
rest Ave., Portland. 773-0886'
~BoCIIY All SI... (r&b) T-Bird's 126
11M. yd, Portfand. 773-8040 '

ke~ S~=~~j~:~ Alley, 46 Mar-

.I~~j:V~1'M~~~~~=)i?1.
Brittle Bodl. . (rock) Tree C f
D,anforth St., POrtland. 774-14:1e , 45
W ng & A Pl"llyer (rock~ S · .
PRng Point
Cafe, 175 Pickett St S
rtl
4677.
" . 0 and. 767T ... R_I B.nd (rock) M Goo
Wesl Grand Old Orchardr'Be chd>ar, 8
9285.
'
a .934-

0'

- With the fabulous Raeletts
-Special guest
The Red Light Review
Tickets in advance: $15.
At gate: $17. Children 7-12' $7
T~ckets available at all Ma'ine
T1cketron o utl ets, (or charge by
p hone: 1-800-382-8080), Record
Ex('h~n~e, ~r the Lakeside Center
g~ce-,. 10 Pme St., Lewiston (n7-5262)
" :\C.LHT LOCATIO;\': CMvn 1250 '
lurb!Jer 'it '\uourn. I mile fro~ 'he
Au <.len \',1.1
'
tP~

SILVER
SCREEN

Rude Aw.kenlng Eric Roberts and
Cheech Marin play two hippies, who
have been underground lor 20 years
and return in the late '80s to a rude
awakenings.
Tumer.nd Hooch Tom Hanks plays
a cop with a dog. Both the boys work to
bust a drug-smuggling ring and still
have time lor a romance.
Uncle auck is John Candy's annual
summer comedy.
W ...n H8ny lIIel hlly Mag Ryan
and. Billy Crystal play on-and-ott acquaintances, who challenge the supPOSIbon that men and women cannot
be frier)ds: This isn't a movie that gets
one thin kong . about the mell!ling of
modern reiatlOnshlps, but it IS thor0!'!lhly enjoyable. The short sagments
of Interviews with married couples add
spice to the love story between Crystal
and Ryan.

T~

N'ghlll'. . (r&b) Aqua Lounge
or! Sands, York Baach 363-7
'
R.D. Rlddum (r~
,\ Th'
578.
gael
e Pound
Shor Rd C
e
., ape 00d1Ck. 363-54 7 t. '

fRIDAY+

a

Evening Star

Sctl~ .. lubjeCt 10 change
Toni"", "'~ BrunowIcI(
~S486

Prides Corner Drlve •• n
Bridgton Road, W86lbrook
7117·3154

Saco

D r ive-In

RI. 1, 5aco

282·4386

.-

Luther Gult.r .Iunlor .Iohnson
(blues) Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886.
Ulul.lo.. (reggae) Tree Cafe, 45 DanIorth St. , Portland. 774-1441 .
T ... Devil Dog., T... arood and
T ... Furlo... Melons (rock) Geno's ,
t3 Brown St., Portland. 761-2506.
Aft... D.rk Aplnsl AIDS (dancing)
8 pm, Indoor block party, chern-free,
all-ages at the USM Portland Gym.
The Sigh. (rock) Moose Alley, 46 Market, Portland. 774-5246.
.Iohnny Lync:h Incldenl (rock) Old
PortTavern, 11 Moulton, Portland. 7740444.
The Red Llghl Revue (r&b) Dry Dock,
84 CommerCial, Portland. 774-3550.
The UpseUe.. (r&b) Spring Point
Cafe, 175 Pickell St., S. Portland. 7674677.
Spill 50 (rock) Bruno's, 33 India St.,
I'ortfand. 774-1441 .
T ... Boyz (rock) The Brunswick, 34
West Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 9344873.
T ... R_I B.nd (rock) Mr. Goodbar, 8
West Grand, Old Orchard Beach. 9349285.
Bill St,.el Gazz) Blue Moon, 425 Fore
St., Portland. 811-0663.
Scott O.kley Trio (jazz) Little Willies, 36 Market St., Portland. 773-4500.
.I••mln (acoustic) The Shawmut Inn,
Kemebunkport. 967-3931 .
Dlve..lty (Latin/calypso) The Pound
Shore Rd., Cape Neddick. 363-5471:

SUNDAY+
D.nl Tribesmen (reggae) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 773-6886 .
BrI.n .Iohn.on (acoustic) Squire Morgan's, 46 Market St., Portland. 7740444.
T ... W.lke .. (new folk) Tree Cafe, 45
Danforth St. , Portfand. 774- t441.
S.y When (rock) Old Port Tavern, t 1
Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
S.voy Trulfle (rock) The Pound Shore
Rd., Cape Neddick. 363-54 71. '
Mu.lc .I.1nS Irish Jam Session 2.0 pm
Gritty McDuff's, 396 Fore, Portland.
772-2739; Blues Jam Session 12.0 pm
Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth, Portland. 774144t .

MONDAY+
Soulhem M.I_ Blues Society
Benefit (blues, etc.) Blue Shadows,
R.C. and the Revolvers, Yo Cats, The
Talismen, and Scott Perry and Josh
Gotdberg, 9 pm, Raoul's, 865 Forest
Ave, Portland. Tickets are $5 in advance (at Raoul's and Cumberfand
Electronics), $6 at the door. 773-6886.
S.y W"'n (rock) Old Port Tavern , 11
Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.

TUESDAY+
Uproot (reggae) Tree Cafe, 45 Danforth , Portfand. n4-144 t .
B.d H.blt. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton , Portland. 774-0444.
Open Mike Nlghl Spring Point Cafe,
175 Pickell, S. Portland. 767-4677.
1.land Side (raggae) The Shawmut
Inn, Kennebunkport. 967-3931 .
T ... Swlng.le.. (jazz) The Pound,
Shore Rd. , Cape Neddick. 363-5471 .

WEDNESDAY+
Red Llghl Rev_ (r&b) Raoul's, 865
Forest Ave., Portland. 173-0886.
Tlno Gonal_ BI_. B.nd (blues)
Tree Cafe. 45 Danforth, Portfand. 7741441.
B.d H.blt. (rock) Old Port Tavern, 11
Moulton, Portland. 774-0444.
Legend (rock) T-Bird's, 126 N. Boyd,
Portland. 773-8040.
Gopherbroke
(acoustic
duo)
Bamhouse Tavem, Rt. 302, N. Windham. 892-2221.

T~fe~~\):f!~T·ph
rtI(rOck) Tree
1441.
., 0 and. 774-

DANCING+

B • ..,.nce Whitfield & T... S

Zootz, 31 Forest, Portland. Thu: house
music and new music: Fri : Post Modem -all ages; Sat: latest dance music;
Sun: reqJest night; Tue: Hip House-all
ages. 773-8187.
T ... Excunge Club, 33 Exchange,
Portland. Open Wed-Sun, until 3:30
am on Fri-Sat. 773-0300 .

~c:~~oc#~~~s, 865 Forest A::':

T:;: ~ed Llghl Revue (r&b) Dry Dock
T'-- uomrnerCial. POrtland. 174-3550. '
....
p.ellon (r&b) S·
.
Cafe, 175 Pickett St S P Prtlron g POin t
4 6 7 7 ' . 0 and. 767-

.I~~~~y

Lynch Incldenl (rock) Old
0444. avern, 11 Moulton, Portland. 774-

The Sighs (rock) Moose Aile 4
ket, Portland. 774-5246
y, 6 Mar
The He.dlo. . Hors..n.n The A
Bone. The T.U
'
•
GenC"s '13 Br
.men rrock)
2506.'
ow~ St, Portland. 761SPlirtfl 50 (rock) Bruno·s. 33 India St
Po and. 774·1441
.

UPCOMING+
After o.rk Ag.lnsl Aids Entertainment. and festivities at area nightclubs
to raISe money lor the AIDS Project
through Sep 7. The schedule is as
Iollows: Aug 24, Raoul's, Mixed Nuts
Comedy Troupe, 8 pm ; Aug 25-26,
Spring POint Cafe, Haven Moses and
Day N' Night Barbecue ; Sap 7, Moose
Alley, The Gordons.

.lorry .Ie" W.lker (blues) Aug 26
Raoul's,31 Forest Ave, Portfand. 7736886.
King Sunny Ad. (African) Aug 30
Zootz, 31 Forest Ave., Portland. 7738187.
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MUSIC
SHOWS
THURSDAY+
S ....n_ & Guy. wllh Tie. (a
cappella POP) 12 noon, Canal Plaza,
Portfand. Free and open to the public.
Roll & Go (sea shanties and ballads)
7:30 pm, Portland Observatory on
Munjoy Hill, Portland. TIckets are $5,
$3 for children. Benefit for Greater
Portfand Landmarks. For more information, call Greater Portland landmarks at 773-9549.
Org8n Concert (classical) ~an transcriptions and original comPOSitionS by
Edwin Lemare performed by Thomas
Murray at 7:45 pm at Portland City Hall
Auditorium. Free and open to the public. Donations welcome.
a.y Ch.mber Concert. (classical)
Thomas Wolf, flute; Pierre Menard,
VIOlin; Marc Johnson, cello and leonard Hokanson, piano perform music
by Haydn, Martinu and ichaikovsky at
8:15 pm at the RockportOpera House
Main St, Rockport. Tickets are $11, $6
for sbJdents. For more information call
236-2823.
'

WORLD SAX
QUARTET
America1s Leading
Jazz Ensemble
Saturday, August 19
7:00 & 9:30 PM $14

PPAC

FRIDAY+
Broken Men (rock) 12 noon, WBLM
Terrace, Monument Square, Portland.
Free and open to the public.
Ste.mbo.t Trio Gazz) Harbor cruise
7:30-10 pm aboard the Longfellow II
departing 1 Long Wharf, Portland.
Tickets are $12.50. For more information , call 774-3578.
Frld.y Folk (folk) Devonsquare, DanVille Junction, Bill Bonyun & Nancy
Mattila, and Joe Perham perform at 8
pm, Portland Elks Club, outer Congress St, Portland. TICkets are $10 in
advance, $12.50 the day of the show
available at MacBean's Music in Brun:
swick, Recordand and Cumberfand
Electronics in Portland. For more information, call 761-2143 or 585-2519.
The W.tervlJle V.lley Orchest...
with violinist Joshua Bell and saxophonist Kenneth Raclnofsky (classical)
8 pm, The Waterville Valley endge, At.
49, N.H. TIckets are $20-$27. Forticket
information, call 603-236-4166.
New Engl.nd PI.no Qu.rteUe
(classical) 8 pm, Olin Arts Center
Concert Hall, Bates Collage, Lewiston.
Tickets are $8/$5. For more information, call 786.0135.
B.y Ch.mber Concert. (classical)
Thomas Wolf, flute ; Pierre Menard
violin ; Marc Johnson, cello and Le:
onard Hokanson, pianoperform music
by Haydn , Martinu and Tchaikovsky at
8:t5 pm at the Rockport Opera House,
Main St. , Rockport. Tickets are $11, $6
~:ri_t~~~~.'s . For more information , call

A CAMBODIAN
CULTURAL FESTIVAL

Khmer Music1 Dancel
Food and Art
Saturday, August 26
8:00 PM $10

PPAC

SATURDAY+
World hxophone Qu.rlet Gazz) 7
and 9 :30 pm , Portland Performing Arts
Center, 25A Forest Ave., PorUand.
TIckets are available at the PPAC box
office, 774-0465 .
Bell.my .Iuz B.nd Gazz) Harbor
Cruise 7:30-10 pm aboard the longfellow II departing 1 Long Wharl, Portland. Tickets are $12.50. For more information , call 774-3578.
RolY Block (country blues) 8 pm , Thomas J. Elias Performing Arts Center
Main St, Madison . TIckets are $7/$5:
For more information , call Mountain
Arts at 237-3505.
M.I_ AIII.nce 01 M ...lcl.n. (folk
jazz, blues) Benefit concert for The
Center lor 'rhe Arts in Bath featuring
Randy Bean & Company, La;)' Mercedes, Castlebay and The Highway
Troubadours. The music is scheduled
from 3-11 pm at the Chocolate Church
and Curtis Utile Theater, 804 Washington St., Bath. Tickets are $tO in
advance, $t2 at the door. For more
information, call 442-8455.
H.m Bl'llnch BIU89r••• (bluegrass)
8 pm , Thomas Inn & Playhouse,justoff
Rt. 302, S. Casco. Tickets are $8. For
reservations, call 655-3281.
A.leep.t lhe Wheel (western swinQ)
8 pm , Maine Center for The Arts, University of Maine Orono. For ticket information , call 581-1755.
T ... W.terville V.lley Orc ....tra
with The Canadian Brass (classical) 8
pm, The Waterville Valley Bridge, At.
49, N.H. TIckets are $20-$27. Forticket
information , call 603-236-4166 .

+MORE

,
Sponsored by National Endowment for the Arts, Jazz,
New England Foundation for the Arts, Migis Lodge and Casco Bay Weekly.
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MORE
MUSIC SHOWS

BIG N.Y.C.
RHYTHM'N BOOZE
WEEKEND!
Back from big
European Tour

/liN -

by Dave Marsh

SUNDAY+
....

.~:

'.~

also from N. Y.C. those
Rockabilly Wild one.

THE A-BONES
with New England'.

Biggest Hit maker.

THE TALISMEN
SATURDAY. AUG_ 19

.:;"

. ..~~
"

Portland debut of N.Y.C.'.

THE DEVIL DOGS
THE BROOD and our perfect summer band•••
Boy do th_ guys rock with t~ groovy 80'. garage girts

THE FURIOUS MELONS

~~~~------------~

THE RED LIGHT REVUE
Aug. 16 Raoul's Dance Party
Aug. 18-19 Dry Dock
Aug.20 Cruise Longfellow II 7:30
Aug. 23 Raoul's Dance Party
Aug. 25-26 Horsefeathers
Aug. 26 Aft. Portland e.e.
Aug. 27 Ray Charles Concert Aft. 3-4

Aug. 30 Raoul's Dance Party
Aug. 31 Aqua lDunge, York Beach, ME
Sept. I Chocheeko Arts Fest, Dover, NH
Sept. 2 Aft. Senator Inn, Augusta, ME
Eve. Portland Club, Private
Sept. 3 Aft. Shawmut Inn
Eve. Cruise lDngfellow II

Our Cruises bave been selling out! join the fun Aug. 20th at 7:30 on the
Longfellow II. Also app<;aring Aug. 27 witb Ray Charles. See you there.

Now booking weddings and corporate parties for
fall & winter.
Specializing in Weddings, Corporate & Private Functions and Nightclubs.

CALL 88

LOOKING
FOR

AUGUST 18-19
SPRING POINT CAFESo, Portland
AUGUST 25-26
GRAY'S WHARFBooth Bay Harbor

DON'T GET MAD•••GET UPSET!

MONDAY+

Rock & Roll Confidential

Double standards
Let's get this straight: Oliver North, operator
of a drug pushing and international terrorism
ring with offices in the White House, got a suspended sentence; James Brown is doing six years
for almost doing something violent. Liberal journalism drools over Dennis Quaid's depiction of
Jerry Lee Lewis as a fun-loving, gun-toting, wifeabusing drunk; the same publications waggle
their fingers at James Brown's history of doing
the same kind of things. This ain't love or justice,
and it smells like something a lot worse than
confusion.
Motivated,itmay be, by the same impulse that
caused rock rags that had nothing much to say
about Bon Jovi manager Doc McGhee's conviction for dope smuggling to run half-page stories
about the indictment of Johnny Gill manager
William Underwood. If you're wondering who
Johnny Gill is, that's the point. (He's the guy who
replaced Bobby Brown in front of New Edition.)

Memories
Still wondering what was going on when
someone shouted "What key? What key?" at the
beginning of Stevie Wonder's "Fingertips, Part
2."
"What happened was that we were doing a
show at the Regal Theatre in Chicago," former
Motown producer/sessionman Oarence Paul
told "RRC." "Stevie had finished his set and the
Marvelettes' band had just set up when Stevie
came bouncing back out on stage and started to
play again. The band went into 'Fingertips' because it was the song Stevie had just finished. Joe
Swift, the Marvelettes bass player, shouted out
'What key? What key?'"
'1n those days, the staff at Motown got to vote
on what records toputout,"Paulcontinued. "We
were all against 'Fingertips' because of the live
noise on it. But Berry Gordy overuled us."
As for Clarence Paul, he got his start at the age
of eight while living ina coal camp outside Bluefield, West Virginia. He and his brother Lowman
formed a duo and entered a talent contest in
which each act represented a school in the area.
The prize was indoor plumbing for the winners'
school. Oarence and Loman won the contest
and, at an assembly, their school principal told
the students "1 want you to Hunk of these boys
every time you go to the bathroom."

Atwater saga continues
Lee Atwater won't feel any better after he
hears "The Man Who Would Be B.B. King," a
satiric single by Marshall Chapman and Gary
Nicholson that takes deadly aimat Atwater'suse
of R&B to cover up the Republicans' rightwing
agenda. Chapman, like Lee Atwater a native of
South Carolina, has five albums to her credit;
' Nicholson, who appears as Little Willie Horton,
has written songs for many country stars. The
music is derived from B.B. King's 'The Thrill is
Gone."
Little Willie's inspirational verses include
"When he's meeting with the President/And
planning what to do/Whoa, does he think about
his brothers/ And what they're going through"
and" A Republican singing blues is as far-fetched
as can be/It's like Einstein playing football/It

Big Chi•• & t ... Contl_ntal. (r&b)
5·8 pm, Casco Bay Unes, departing
from the Ferry Terminal, Franklin and
Commercial streets, Portland. For ticket
information, call 774-7871.
R ... Light R.vua (r&b) Harbor cruise
7 :30-10 pm aboard the Longfellow II
departing 1 Long Wharf, Portland.
TIckets are $12.50. For more information, call 774-3578.
End Con.tructlon (folk) Four artists
who perform solo and collectively
throughout the US at 7:30 pm at the
Kennebunkport Community House,
Dock Square, Kennebunkport. TICkets
are $4.50. For more information, call
985-4937.

-"

..

just don't make sense to me." Nicholson neatly
sununed up the project when he asked writer
BobOermann,"HowcanyouattackJesseJackson
on one hand and praise B.B. King on the other?"
To get your copy, send $3.50 to Bush League
Records, c/o The Bluebird Cafe, 4104 Hillsboro
Road, Nashville 37215 (615-383-5308).

Pop life
• Hypocrite of the Month: South Carolina
Senator Strom Thurmond tried to deport John
Lennon, steered the pro-censorship Child Protection Act through the Senate, and his wife is a
member of the PMRC. You'd think that you
couldatleast count on this arch-segregationist to
beconsistentin hisanti-music beliefs. But we discovered that Thurmond's sixteen year old daughter Nancy auditioned for a job as an M1V VJ in
1987. Andshemade herbid for Martha Quinndom
with the approval of her father.
• During its shows, the British band Mission
videotapes as many of the security guards as it
can. Mission manager Tony Perrin says the practice unnerves the guards and they haven't had
any fans abused since they started using it.
• The city of Los Angeles has again failed to
stop guerilla poster artist Robbie Conal. In the
early dawn hours of July 16, a team of 40 people
papered the city with Conal's latest effort, ''Sex,
Drugs, and Rock & Roll." Sex is represented by
an unflattering rendering of John Tower, Drugs
by George Bush,and Rock & Roll by, you guessed
it, Lee Atwater.

Censorship zone
• Incredibly, a late June show at the Palace by
Ice-Twas the first time the rapper has been allowed to perform within the Los Angeles city
limits in the past three years, But putting on the
show wasn't easy - police visited the Palace the
night before and, under the pretext of preventing
gang violence, demanded a list of everyone who
would be on stagewithlce-T. When they couldn't
find anyone who could provide such information, they suggested the concert be cancelled. In
fact, Ice-Tis one of America's leading anti-gang
spokesmen, but maybe the police are upset by
the way he explains it on his latest single, 'The
HuntedChild":'Thescienceofcapitalism/Which
teaches the youth on the streets today/That the
ends justify the means/ Ain't happening."
• Agnostic Front has been sued in New Jersey
simply because they are the favorite bandofa ]7year-old who allegedly stabbed a policeman.
• The Archbishop of Dublin has published
"Musicaod theCelcbration of Marriage," adocument that lists 30 pop songs the Catholic Church
considers unsuitable for wedding services. Among
the titles are "Norwegian Wood," "Help Me
Make it Through the Night," and "You've Got a
Friend."
• If you encounter censorship and antirock
fanaticism in your community, be sure to letRRC
know.

Siald ct.ave. (roots and folk) 12 noon,
Maine National Bank plaza, Portland.
Free and open to the public.

TUESDAY+
In Transition (electric jazz) 'Summer
in the Parks- series 7 pm at the Band·
stand in Deering Oaks Park, Portland.
Free and open to the public

WEDNESDAY+
Bath Municipal B.nd (concert band)
Summer Familr. Concert Series, 8 pm,
Brunswick Mal . Free and opan to the
public. For more information, call the
BrunswickArea Chamberol Commerce
725-8797.

UPCOMING+
Dav. Bnlb_kand C_~ S .... ,..
Ing (jazz) Aug 25, 8 pm, The Waterville
Valley BridQe, Rt. 49, N.H . TICkets are
$20-$27. ~or ticket information, call
603-236-4166.
Atlantic Clarion 5t_1 Band (steet
drum music) Aug 25, 7:30 pm at the
Waldo Theatre in Waldoboro. Tickets
are $10 in advance, $12 at the door
Call 832-s373 for ticket information .
Ray Chart•• (blues/soul) Aug 27, 8
pm, The Wat9IVille Valley Bridge, Rt.
49, N.H. TIckets are $20-$27. Forticket
information, call 603·236-4166.

Not a Chane. of a Cho.t Play about
two yuppies who buy a haunted house
in Maine Aug 17·Sep 10 at the Schoolhouse Arts Center at Sebago Lake.
Performances are Thu-Sat at 8 pm,
Sun at 2 pm. TIckets are $10 for adults,
$6 for kids. For more information, call
642·3743.
A Shayna Maidel Revival of this
winter's production about a Jewish
family from Poland reunited afterWor1d
War II Aug 18·27 at the Theater Project, 14 School St., Brunswick. Performances are Thu-Sat at 8 pm, Sun at
2 pm . Tickets are $101$8. For more
information, call 729-8584.
Two playa The Murdermystery "Triflesand Thornton Wilder's "Infancy- are
presented by the Windham Center
Stage Theater Aug 18-19, 7:30 pm at
the Windham Community Center. Tickets are $5 for adults, $3 for children and
seniors. Formoreinformation ,caIl892·
2979 or 642-2912.
Am.rlcan Trav.llng Morric.
Danee,. English ritual dances performed by six men at a time with either
sticks or handkerchiefs in hand will be
performed at a variety of outside sites
In Portland Aug 18: Jewish Home for
the Aged, 1 pm; Tommy's Park, 3 pm;
Green Mountain Coffee Roasters, 4
pm; Monument Square, 5 pm; and the
sidewalks of the Old Port, 7 pm.
The Hunchback of Not... Dan..
Play by Timothy Wheeler based on the
novel by Victor Hugo Aug 17·18. 22,
25-27 at 8 pm; Aug 23 at 2 pm at the
Theater at Monmouth. Tickets are
$8.50· $13. For more information, call
933-9999.
Th. Country WI'. Restoration comedy by William Wycherty Aug 20 and
24 at 8 pm, Aug 26 at 2 pm at the
Theater at Monmouth. Tickets are
$8.50-$13. For more information, call
933·9999
T ... R.al In.-tor Hound Studio
Theatre of Bath announces auditions
for its production of the British mystery
farcaAug 20-21, 7:30pm at the Chocolate Church, 804 Washington St, Bath.
Thera are parts for 11 men and three
women of all ages. The play win be
performed Oct 20·21, Oct 27·29. For
more information, call 442·8455.
Diary of a Madman James Walker's
one-man show is is based on the story
by Gagal Aug 21,8 pm at the Theater
at Monmouth, Cumston Hall, M0nmouth. Tickets are $7. For information
or reservations, call 933·9999.
Side By Sio By 50ndh.lm City
Theater, 205 Main St., Biddelord, holds
openauditionsAU(l21·22 . The director
is Janet Ross. Bnng music by Sondheim or any other music of choice; a
pianist will be available. The production will open Oct 20 for a three weekend run. City Theater is also lookinQ for
help in all areas of this producllon.
Anyone interested should come to the
theater on Aug 21-22. For more information, call 282-0849.
Chartl. Who Ju~gling and clowning
Aug 22, 12 noon In Canal Plaza, Portland. Free and open to the public.
Mix'" Nut. Improv theater to benefit
the AIDS Project Aug 24, 8 pm at
Raoul·s, 865 Forest Ave, Portland.
TIckets are $10. For more information,
call 773-6886.
Llnna Romance and politics are featured In a play by local playwright Dan
Wentworth Aug 25-27, 8 pm at Atlantic
Hall, Cape Porpoise. TIckets are 410.
For more information, call 985-2346.

If you want

Why do you think we're called

SATI AUGUST;19

THE ULULATORS
SUNI AUGUST 20
A Tl.ANTIC RECORDING ARTISTS

THE WALKERS
MON/AUGUST21

URBAN FOLK JAM
TU·ES /AUGUST 22 ··

A

Mexican

REGGAE NITES

~estaurant

Watering

UPROOT
WED/AUGUST23

TINO GONZALES
BLUES BAND

Hole

<4 Open 4 p.m. • 7 days a week • Happy Hour Mon_-Fri_ <4 <4
<4.
242 St. John St., Union Station Plaza
•
<4
Portland ME .• 874-6444 .
<4.
<4 Also visit: Tio Juan's-Concord, NH • Marganta's-orono, ME. <4

•
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FREE
STONES
TICKETS

&

EL CID

ROCK, ROCK, ROCK!!!

",MON, AUGUST 2.8, .

~"",,~
','MI'rCH

the many people
who didn't get
tickets to see the
Rolling Stones
this fall, Sound
Alternatives,
Portland's np·wP'''·
music store, is
giving you a
second chance.

RYDE
& THE;}

You Can't G.t Th.... From H _

.~. ';; .-.-j: . ~'

••• "'••••

•

·· · ·· ·············'t\.{temat~ves::=

DETROIT "! :

WHEELS.,!. :

<4

carry new &
used Albums,
Cassettes, and
CDs as well as
T-shirts, Posters
and more. To be
eligible to win
tickets, just stop
in between
Aug. 21Sept. 21.
No purchase
necessary.

If you are one of

T RIB E

CivIc Center. Former Aed Sox pitchers
Songs and sketches poking fun of life
Jim Lonborg and Bill "The Spaceman'
in Maine performed by the Mad Horse
Lee will be Signing autographs to beneTheatre Company through Sep 3 at the
fit the Watervi lie Chapter of Big Brothcompany's new theater at 955 Forest
ersiBig Sisters. Admission is $2.
Ave., Portland. Performances are Thu- York County Chapt~r o' HadasSet at 8 pm, Sun at 7 pm. TIckets are
sah The women's ZIOnistor9. anlZalJon
$14; $2 discount for students and
of America hosts a cocktail J?8rty kl
seniors. For reservations, call 797benefit hospital medical organlZatJons
3338.
in Israel on Aug 20 at the home of
Bay, Bake and Broadway Musical
Selma Pluznick, Grand Beach, Old
rewe featuring musIC from 'Side by
Orchard. Cost for the event IS $18 per
Side by Sondheim' and ·Ain·t Misbeperson. All proceeds go towards Ishavin - a lobster bake plus a ferry ride
raef's HMOs. Forreservabons and more
to Peaks Island. Show dates are Friday
informabon, call Eleanor Ross at 284and Saturday evenings and Sunday af6695.
ternoons through AU1/27. $35 covers it Kit. Fly Bring your own kites or come
all. Formoreinformabon,caJl 799-8307.
as a spectator Aug 20, I-S.pm on the
c.t.bratlon Bam Thaawr Student
Eastern Prom, Portland. Pnzes for the
performances from Dr. Andrf1W T.
smallest kite, biggest kite, most beau'rsubaki's Kyogen Theater Aug 18.
titul kite, most creative kite andhighest
Heart of Gold Vaudeville Company
flying kite. For more informabon, call
871-0035.
performs Aug 19. All parformancesare
at 8 pm at the Celebration Bam Thea· Cambodian Cultural F_tlYal Carnter Stockfarm Rd. S. Paris. TIckets are
bodian cuisine, folk arts and parfofmancesbyPortIand'sSemakyEnsembie
$5: For more information, call 743and the Lowell Angkor Camlxxian
8452.
Two PI.ys "Graceiand' by Ellen Byron
Dance and Music TrouflO Aug 26. 8 pm
is about the rivalry between tow Elvis
at the Portland Performing Arts Center.
Presley fans to be the first to enter
25A Forest Ave., Portland. TIckets are
Gracefand and "The Marriage Pro$14, available at the PPAC box office.
posal' by Anton Chekhov about a
774-0465.
.
marriage proposal that goes sour. Women'a Equality D.y MuSIC and
Performances are Aug 17-18, 24-26 at
dance festival sponsored by
N.O.W. Aug 26, 2-5 :~ pm at
8 pm at the Thomas Inn & Playhouse,
just off Rt. 302, S. Casco. Tickets are
S. Portland. Entertamment InCIllJOllS
$10. For reservations, call 655-3281.
Franco-American
Nuna_ Musical comedy about
chon, penobs,oco~~t~~~~~~~1U:=
vent life through Aug 27 at the Maine
legends setto m
State Music Theater, Pickard Thealer,
and choir m~~,ic~~~~~li~:~~:
Bowdoin College, Brunswick. Pertorm·
$10 donation,
call 871-0018.
ances are Tu&-Sat at 8 pm with 2 pm
matinees on Wed, Fri and Sun. Tickets
are $1 0-$20. For more information, call
725-8769.

the absolutely,
positively best
Margarita
you've ever had,
look no further.

A PERFECT ROOM FOR
BANQUETS, PARTIES,
RECEPTIONS OR MEETINGS
FOR ro, 100, 1500R MORE. ••THE
TREE CAFE IS THE PLACE
CONTACT US NOW. 774-1441

DANCE, DANCE, DANCE III

STAGE 1$=.:S~=
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Records' Tapes' CDs

402 Forest Ave. Portland 774-4446

<-. • • •

TUES I AUGUST 29
FROM THE CARIBBEAN COAST
OF NICARAGUA
I

SOUL VIBRATIONS
AfrO-Nicaraguan Roots Reggae

, THURS I AUGUST 31
THE

NEIGHBORHOODS
BRITILEBODY
LABOR DAY WEEKEND

BROKEN MEN

COMING
IN SEPTEMBER
KENNY RANKIN
LOKETO
SKATALITES

coil-

TUNES is excerpted for Rock & Roll ConfidnttiaJ, where
Dwid Mmsh Ids Lee AIw<Ikr hIlve it cmce a month.
Subscriplilms are $24 a year from Box 15052, Long
Beach, CA 90815.

MORE+

Sat. Aug. 26

Benefit for AIDS Research
Live bands! 2 p.m. - closing

We're Air Conditioned! •

Hour 4-6

I•

0JscD &y W«/dy

Allgllsl17. 1989

BARBARA HEINRICH

UN THE
WALL

by Sherry Miller

OPENING+
The Cent.r for the Art. at the
Chocolate Church. 804 Washington
St. . Bath. Summer Juried Art Show
Aug 11-8ep 2. Opening reception Aug
18. 5-7 pm. Hours : Tue-Fri 10 am-4
pm. Sat 12-4 pm. 442-8455.
Orr'. B.II.y Art A.socl.lIon is
holding an invitational exhibition of work
at Moss Factory. Lovell"s Cove Rd .•
Orr's Island. Local artists may brinll
work Aug 19.10am-3 pm . The exhibit
will run Aug 20-27. 11 am-5 pm with an
opening reception Aug 20. 3-7 pm. All
residents are invited to join the Association. For more information. call 8336t59.

18k! gold, diamond and pearl pin

"What makes the pieces meaningful and precious are the
thoughts and concepts. as well as the spirit and love. which the
artist expresses in the work. My desire is to create jewelry. the
beauty of which is enjoyed not only today. but also tomorrow."

AROUND TOWN+

BARBARA HEINRICH - Gold Jewelry
August 1 - September 9, 1989

CBW(T01II% Hatilert

James Koller works as Franco Beltramettl
reads poetry In "Graffiti Lyrlquees."

Does a picture paint a thousand words?

Wordy images
McKenney & Hall Indians
Curtis botanicals
Architectural views
Maine views
Antique maps

WA-PEL-LA

ATELIER
FRAMING

A Musquakee Chief 1854
82 Middle St. Portland
M-F 9-5 / Sat! 10-2
or by appt. 774-2088

Quality gifts in ~wter, silver,
leather ti brass.
Personalized while you wait.

Classt c
Impressfons
164 Middle St. • Old Port
Next to The Oyster Club
874-6980
Mon.-Thurs. 9:3<U>

Fri. 9:30-5:30 Sat. 10-5

Leslie Hoffman, a young woman of Georgetown, Maine and Captain Cook, Hawaii, talked
gallery owner Dean Velentgas into hosting a
series of events unlike any other he has put on in
the past.
Hoffman was a builder and designer of houses
for 10 years. She has now formed a company
called Fortuna whose mission is to promote the
arts. Says Hoffman, "Businesses could be using
art and art media to promote their products and
services. A beautiful30-second art spot in place
ofacommercialmighteventually do more for the
company name than some of the awful advertising we see today on television and in print."
With this notion firmly in mind, Hoffman
organized the current exhibition of the work of
James Koller and four events at the Dean
Velentgas Gallery, 60 HampshireSt. in Portland:
a collaborative painting created before an audiencebyKollerand Swiss artist Franco Beltrametti;
Robert Creeley reading his nationally acclaimed
poetry; presentations of Stephen Petroff, Pam
Smith,and Gary Lawless, all of Maine on August
17; and Ted Enslin of Maine and Bob Arnold of
Vermont on August 24. She hopes the events, the
publicity they generate, and the quality of the art
will serve as a demonstration to area corporations on items they might use for their own selfpromotion_ "Then the artists would have commissions and the corporations would have a
beautiful piece to use to promote themselves."
Butthefaet isthatthe worst ads seem to sell the
most products today. Hoffman might have a lot
of work to do to bring her vision to life.
It takes a few conversations with Hoffman to
get the idea, but I got drawn into it when she
pulled out Koller's paintings. Then the more I
learned about his lifelong work, the more interested I became in this particuiar artist and his
friend Franco Beltrametti, with whom he has
been collaborating for about 20 years.
Koller'S own paintings and his collaborative
paintings hang at the Velentgas gallery through
September 3. They meet all my requirements for
great paintings: they are clearly identifiable as
paintings; they have light within the painting,
not just shining on it from the outside; they have
some tie to traditional (in this case abstract expressionism and landscape painting); and they
offer a unique vision using forms and mediums
that are not an end in themselves.
Most of the pieces have two or three panels of
luminous dark colors. The color seems to live on

the panel, and breathe,and evolve, and envelope
the viewer if you stand still long enough. Koller
says he often paints the panels red or gold before
he makes the paintings and this ground adds to
theintensityof the color. Thepaintingsaresimultaneously ethereal and real.
In addition to painting, Koller has been a poet
and editor of the respected Coyote' s Journal
which has come out about once a year, or every
other year, for the past 25 years. Koller says his
written work "comes out of the image - he sees
something and tries to create it in words." For
him the difference between the painting and the
writing used to be minimal. But now he is painting more and his writing addresses the question:
if this is what you see, what did you think?
"Years ago I saw the limits of perfonnance art
- where the collaborators each take turns doing
their own thing," says Koller. "But Franco and I
are both artists and both poets. We move back
and forth easily between the two mediums instead of taking turns."
"At first," says Beltrametti, "we were very
nice boys. We adapted to the space in which we
performed-a bar, museum, theater. But now we
do what we want.
According to Dean Velentgas, the perfonnance of Koller and Beltrametti went like this:
They brought in four paintings made up of panelsand putthernon the floor. Then either Koller
or Franco would kneel down and be writing
graffiti on the paintings while the other person
would stand up and be telling part of a long tale
consisting of story telling, comments and poems
in English, French and Italian. Pianist Karl Bruder
accompanied the artist-poets. The gallery was
packed. The paintings were interesting and the
story was moving, funny, dumb, interesting all
in turn.
The opportunity to see the work of Koller and
Beltrametti is a chance to encounter an artist who
has been living on his art and poetry for 20 years
and to see for ourselves whether or not we find
value and relevance in this world-acclaimed
work. Itisa chance to stretch the Iimitsofwhat we
know about "art" and "poetry" and watch them
come together in the graffiti paintings.

Sherry Miller, artist and write, mtlkes a perfonnllnce out
of living through the day.

PortJ.ndll_ofArtSaventongrass Square. Portland. Hours : TueSat 10-5; Sun. 12-5; Free on Thursday
evenings . 5-9. Skowhegan ·89 (through
August 20); Walter Kuhn: Paintings.
Drawings. Prints (through Aug 19);
Santinelsofthe eoast: Images ofUghthouses (through Sap 10); Anc!lfJw
Wyeth in Maine: Selections from the
Holly and Arthur MagRI Collection. an
exhibit 0/ over 60 drawings and watercolors (through Sap 24); Perspectives:
Celeste Roberge (through Oct 8). 7756148.
Iberia'. Cafe. 21 Pleasant St. Portland. Color photographs from the Indian Subcontinent by Ralph Davis
throut:ugust 774-0016 .
Allen
HBo...... 89ExchangeSt.
Portland. Drawings by Katherine White
through Aug 27. 774-2190.
!Artl. . . . Gallery. 334 Forest Ave .•
I Portland. Photo-collages of Maine and
American scenery by Bradley Libenson through Sap 8. 172-5522
.arrkloff 0.1 ....._.26 Free St . Portland. "Whars The Big Idea?" Group
show through Sap 2. 772-5011 .
Congreaa aq ...... Call.ry. 594 Congress St.. Portland. Group Show: oils
endy Kinct"ed. oils and pastels by
Brown Payson. oils and astels
;
by an Franklin. oils by Phil eker.
constructions by Quint-Rose and ceramic vessels by Marl< Kuzio. 7743369.
De.'!. V"'ntp. Callery. 60 Hampshire St. Portland. New paintings and
, collaborations by James Koller through
Sep 3. Hours: Thu 5-9 pm . Sat-Sun 15 pm. 772-2042.
DImo.... 26 Exchange St . Portland.
Raw sculptural lighting by Walter Koehli
and painlJngs by Cindy MacKay through
Aug 30. Hours: Man-Wed 10 am-6 pm.
Thu-Sat 10 am-8 pm. Sun 12-5 pm.
775-7049.
F.II... & Comp.ny. One Pleasant
St. Portland. Sculptures by Alan D.
Marcuse and photographs by Pamela
Toulouse through Sap 15. Works may
be viewed by appointment. 773-6952.
"y8Oft c.n.ry of Art. Westbrook
College. 716 Stevens Ave .• Portland.
The permanent collection and selected
loans through Sap 10. Hours: Tue-Fri
lOam 4 pm. Thu until 9 pm. Sat-Sun 15 pm. 797-9546.
PI... T .... Shop and a.yvlew Ca"
I.ry. 75 Mar1<et St. Portland. New
work by Carol Sabold and Orrin Tubbs
through Sap 5. Hours: Tue. Wed and
Sat 10 am~ pm. Thu-Fri 10 am-8 pm.
773-3007.
Portl.nd Public Library. Mooument
Square. Portland. "Fashion; abstract
perl-ancHnk drawings by Lee Thompson through Aug 18. Wimers of
the WCSH-TV Sidewalk Art Festival
Aug 21-31 . Hours: Moo. Wed and Fri 9
am-6 pm. Tue and Thu 12-9 pm. Sat 9
am-5 pm. 773-4761.
Portlend WI... &
8 Forest
Ave.• Portland. Paintings and collages
by Robin McCarthy through Aug. 7724647.
.
Right a.nque Cllfe. 225 Federal St.
Portland. Paintings and drawings by
Michael Vickery through Aug. Hours:"
am-4 pm . 774-3074.
St.ln C .... Gallery. 20 Milk St..
Portland. Multi-layered vessel forms
by Elizabeth Pannell through Sap 15.
772-9072.
W_t Side Restaurant. 58 Pine. Portland. Mixed media assemblages by
Lori Austill through Aug 20. 773-8223.

Che_.

OUT OF TOWN+
Bowdoin College Museum of Art.
Brunswick: Stories to Tell: The Narrative Impulse in Contemporary New England Folk Art through Sap 3. Carol
Plyant: Paintings Aug 22.oct 1. Hours :
Tue-Sat 10 am-8pm. Sun 2-5 pm. 7253275.
EI_ntaGaIl.ry.56MaineSt.. Brunswick. Painted and quilted fabric art by
Natasha Kempers-Cullen. sculptural
environments for jewelry by Condon
Kuhl. and other fine and contemporary
crafts by Maine artists through sap 8.
Hours : i ue-Sat 10 am-6 pm . Sun 2-5
pm. 729-1108.

Hobe Sound Oall.... _ North. 58
Maine St. Brunswick. Salected works
by Walt K~n through Aug 23. Hours:
Moo-Sat 10.30 am-S pm. 725-4191.
K_bunk RIv... Club Annual Art
Show Aug 20-23 at the Boathouse and
Casino. Ocean Ave .• Kennebunkport.
Salected works will be judged by a
panel of judges for two cash prizes and
blue ribbons . Proceeds from the show
will be used to enhance the Club·s
cultural programs and improve their
fac~ities .

11.1... Audubon Socl.ty. 118 U.S.
Rt. 1. Falmouth. "A Slice of Maine
Wildlife." a photography exhibitofworks
by Morgan Hebard Jr. through Aug 31 .
Hours: Moo-Sat 9 am-5 pm. Sun 12-5
pm. 781 -2330.
O'F.,...n Callery. 46 Maine St.. Brunswick. "The Meaning of Travel; new
paintings by James Unehan through
Sap 2. 729-8228.
ThoINl. lIemorl.1 Ub... ry. Soon
Dyer Road. Cape Elizabeth. Sculpture
and paperworks by Libby Lyman
through Aug 25. 799-1720.

OFF THE
WALL

....... c:threa: Calest. Roberge

Roberge will be on hand to discuss her
wor1< CUIT9fl\ty on exhibit at the PMA

An Introduction to New England
eo..t.1 1 1 _ ' - Lecture given
by Miriam Butts on coastal architecture
Aug 21. 7:30-9 pm at the Maine Maritime Museum. 963 Washington St..
Bath. Admission is $4 for the public;
free for museum members. For more
information. call 443-1316.
Uf. In 11.1-. An ArcJa.eologlc.l
VI •.~lectl!reonhowY~uth·sear1y
families might have ~ved given by
Emerson W. Baker Aug 21. 7:30 pm at
Cousins Island Community House.
Yarmouth. Free and open to the pubfic.
For more information. call the Yarmouth
Historical Society at 846-6259.
Ted En.lln and Bob Amold read
from their works Aug 24. 7 pm at Dean
Velentgas Gallery. 60 Hampshire St..
Portland. For more information. call
772-2042.
lIunJoy Hili Walking ToUl' Arthur
Garrier leads a tour of the architecture
and history of one of Portlands most
colorful neighborhoods Aug 24. 5:30
p.m .. beginning at the Portland Observatory. Cost is $2. For more information. call 774-5561 .
Jou",.1 Writing Workshop taught
by Allred DePew lor people who would
like to keep a journal. as well as those
who already do and would like to expand their technique Aug 26. 11 am-4
pm at the Maine Writers Center. 19
Mason St. . Brunswick. Cost is $25 for
Maine Writers and Publishers Aniance
members. $30 for all others. Pre:registration is necessary. For more information. call 729-6333.
H.tworlt for Prof_alorual .nd
Small B_ln_ _ is an organization of indilliwals who are success and
90al directed and whose primary inlent
IS to expand their business soun;es
within the community. The next meeting is being held Aug 22. 6 pm at Tennis
of Maine. Falmouth. New members are
welcome by callil'g Tim at 781-2003
USM 0ffIc.
Inl.",.tl_1 .....
gr..... is bringin~ 16 students from
the Caribbean and Central America to
the Portland area 110 study for an associate's ~ in business. Hosts are
needed with whom the students can
~ve wring their first three months in the
U.S. If you are internsled in this cultural
exchanQe. call USM at 7804959 or
78045!io.
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Aug 17at5:1Spm. Aug 18at 12:30 pm
at the Portland Museum 0/ Art. For
more information. call 775-6148.
Society of SouIhem Ibl... Craft.
_ n wi. sponsor a craft show on the
Kemebunkport Green to benefit the
Children's House Aug 19. 9 am-4 pm.
The show features Maine craftsmen. a
children's activity area and refreshments. Free and open to the pubk
CoIorwortu Drawing with Color
.......1.. Two-day wOrkshop offered
at the Appalachian Mountain Club·s
Pinkham Notch Camp in New Hampshire Aug 19-20. For reSllfYations or
more information. call 603-466-2727.
llau"lIlIkIng Workshop Learn how
to aeate and decorate masks in a
sbldiodass held Aug 21-22. 10am-12
noon at the Centerfor Native American
Art. Rt 1 in Woolwich. Cost is $25. For
more information. call 442-8399.
AncI...w Wy.th In 11.1... Gallery talk
on the exhibit currently on the wall at
the Portland Museum of Art Aug 23 and
Aug 30. 12:30 pm . Talk is free with
museum admission. For more information. call 775-6148.
Individual Artl.t. F.llow.hlp
Media and performing artists can apply
for $2.000 grants through the Maine ClNln...lllng - How and Why ParArts Commission. ApplICation deadticipatory worl<shop with "The T eachline is Sap 1. For a grant application
ing Psychic" Arlene Sikora Aug t9. 1-4
and guidelines contact the Maine Arts
pm at Northeast Metaphysic. 33 High
Commission . Station 125. Augusta. ME
Rd.. Comish. Pre-registration is re04333 or telephone 289-2724.
quired. Cost is $35 per person. For
more information. calf 625-7447.
Portl.nd Sufi Order Free public
classes Sunday evenings. 6:30-8 pm.
at 232 St. John's St. Portland. (Front
door of building is locked; use back
door.) Aug 20. Native American Attunements. For more information. call
657-2605.
Prosp.rtty One-day workshop to learn
to recognize and dear existing blocks
prevenung abundance from entering
one's life Aug 20 at Northeast Metaphysics. 33 High Rd. in Cornish. For
Coyot". Joumlll Stephen Petroff.
more information. call 625-7447.
Pam Smith and Gary Lawless will read Single Pa ... nt F.mlly Evening Aug
from their works Aug 17. 7 pm at Dean
22.6:30-8:30 pm at the Kimball Healtfl
Veientgas Gallery. 60 Hampshire St.
Center. 333 LincolnSt. Saco. For more
Portland. For more information. call
information. call 282-7504.
772-2042.
eomrnlaaloned to Adv.nc. Maine
Poetry Reading An evening of poetry
Women's Aglow Summer Conference
featuring Michael Danahy. Karen
Aug 24-26 at the Hofiday Inn by the
Douglass. Steve Luttrull. Pat M.llphy.
Bay. Portland. A network of caring
Frederick Schwartzand Annie Saikorua
women offer all women spiritual and
read from their newfy published book
emotional support. Past hurts healed.
"Six Portland Poets" Aug 18. 7 pm at
relationships restored through the resRaflles Cafe Bookstore. 555 Congress.
toration power of Jesus Cmst. KeyPortland. For more information. call
note speaker is Ms. Elaine Keith. Open
761-3930.
110 all women and evenil1!l sessions are
The "ltwat.r Farms of He.......
free. For more informallon. call 892eek.t Eatuary is the focus of a tour
4461 or 854-4267.
being offOl9d by Greater Portland Land- Ex.rcl_ Program for He.rt Pamarks Aug 19. 10:30am-3 pm in Freellent. USM's Ufeline Center for Fitport The cost is $20 for members. $25
ness offers the next session Sap 6. The
Iornon-members. Meetattheentrance
program is designed for people who
to Pentingill tan-n off Bow Street in
have either had a heart attack or coroFreeport. Call n 4-5561 lor reservanary by-pass surgery. Medical deartions.
ance is required of all enterin\! particiTheArtof .....ookWorkshoptaught
pants and pre-program inteMeWs are
by Soon Vile. owner/operator of the Asc:onOJcted prior to the start of dassos.
censius Press. Aug 19-20. 1-5 pm at
Call Ufeline at 780-4170 for more inlorThe Book Studio. 20 Dantorth St..
mation.
Portland. The workshop will cover a ...1.......lIng Art. F••tlval Three
mix of history and information on the
days of celebration. music and workbook arts. and hands-on worl< at the
shops. Complete children's program.
press. Cost is $75 lor members of the
Sap 1-4 at Hidden Valley Camp in
Maine Writers and Publishers Alliance.
Freedom. Cost is $185 for awlts. $401
$85 lor all others. Pre-registration is
$50 for children. induding food. lodgnecessary. For more information. call
ing. workshops and entertainment fo
729-6333 .
register write or call. Maine Healing
Unlv.....n.ta. B.pt"t. and The
Arts Festival. RI. 1 Box 569. Buckfield.
Standing orde~ Rellgl_ DI.
ME. 04220 (336-2065).
_nl In Early H.w England Rev. T_n and Young Adult Clinic at
Peter Richardson of the First Parish
Maine Medical Center Mondays 4-8
Church. Kennebunk speaks Aug 20. 4
pm. Appointments are requested. but
pm at the Universalist Meeting House.
walk-ins are we!come. For people ages
Rt 231 . New Gloucester. Free and
13-21 . For appointments or more inforopen to the pubUc. but donations to
mation. call 871 -2763.
benefit the Meeting House Restoration
Fund will be accepted. For more information. call 926-4469.
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r-__S.;,.u_ns--,et & Harborlight Cruise· 7:30-10 .m.
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FrLAug 18

Sun. Aug. 20
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Practical Steamboat BeUamy
Trio
Cats
Jazz Band

Red
Ligltt
Review

I

9ne Long Wharf· Portland • 774-3578

Program Schedule
Critic's Choices
Late Nigbts
17 THU
18 FRl
19 SAT
20 SUN
21 MON
22 TUE

Night at the Movies
Evenings
17 THU
18 FRl
19 SAT
20 SUN
21 MON
22 TUE

The Torch
The White Zombie
The Captive Heart
Riffi{I
Night Is my Future
The Seventh Seal
23 WED The Magician

My Favorite Brnnette
Quicksand
Heidi

The Inspector General
Penny Serenade
Snows of Kilamanjaro
23 WED Dinner at the Ritz

• DAILY SCHEDULE •
All CRUISES:
$8 per person; $7 children! senior citizens

Group rates available
1(k()(} - 11:30 C4SCO B.4Y CRUISE
12:10 - 12:50 HARBOR LUNCH CRUISE ($3000)
1:15 - 2:45
30'15 - 4:45
Island Cruise
Harbor Cruise
5:20 - 6:20 Attitude AdJustme1It Cruise (S4.00)
7p,m. - 9p.m. Sunset Cruise
Folk Music by mE GRANTS
Frl. Aug. 18 & Sun. Aug. 20
Departs froID Fisherman's Wharf • Conunerclal St.
Look for our Ticket Booth· 883-5456

1.

UseD filly Wukly

""8".117,1989

are:
Down-to-earth
Open-minded
Honest
....--..:=;=----.
Intelligent
Ambitious
Active
Spontaneous
Health Conscious
light-hearted &
Fun-loving

+$~f1l1*RtK~$~~ 883-1003
DATING SERVICE

u.s. Route 1, Scarborough, Me 04074

498 Congress Street, Portland
772-3932
Our jewelry is already half the cost of retail. .•
But now all

Gold and Diamonds are 25% om

• Stereos • TVs • Musical Instruments
Tools • Antiques e Guns • VCRs
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU

498 Congress Street, Portland· 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston
155 Front Street, Bath· 185 Water Street, Augusta

~~We

buy anything worth buying"

OUT

SIDE

C.sco B.y Bicycle Club Scheduled
rides: Aug 20. 8 am. Cumberland Run
Around. 30-35 miles. meet at 8 Dowdy
Rd. in Cumberland. 829-6440; Aug 2627. Mountain Bike Weekend. "Iinocket. 777-1767; Aug 27. 9am. Saco
River Ride 30-35 miles. meet at Umington Rips Picnic Area. 892-3248. For
updates on any of these rides. call the
CBBC 24 Hour Hotline at 774-1118.
R.... Isl.nd F.rm Herbs is open to
the public Aug 19. 10 am-4 pm. One of
the owners will !live tours of the 13
acres under cul~vation. Ram Island
Farm is located off Rt. 77 (first left after
Crescent Beach State Park) in Cape
Elizabeth. For more information, call
767-5700.
Bike Tour of Y.rmouth Leisurely
ride through Yarmouth with shaded
stops that include brief histories of
notable landmarks Aug 26. 10 am- 1
pm. Meet at the High School parking lot
on West Elm St.. Yarmouth. Cost is$5
for members of Greater Portland landmarks. $7.50 for non-members. For
reservations. call 774-5561.
Sc.rborough Marsh N.ture C te. Outdoor programs at Maine's 1argest salt marsh are offered throughout
the summer. Canoe tours are offered
daily 10-11 :30 am and Tue and Thu, 67:30; Dawn Birding every Wed 7-8:30
am; Full Moon Canoe Tours Aug 1617. 8-9 :30 pm; Wildflowers and Wold
Edibles Aug 18.9:30-11 am. Reservations are required for special programs;
call 883-5100.
Pizza Rid. . Casco Bay Bicycle Club is
sponsoring Thursday night bicycle
rides. Meet at 6 pm at Pal's Pizza, Rt.
1, Oak Hill. Scarborough. Rides me
10-20 miles; pizza after. For more information call Keith at 799-1085.
Wolfe'. Heck Woods St.te Park
in Freeport offers nature programs at2
pm daily through Sep 4. The programs
are free with park admission. For more
information. call 865-4465.

BUY • SELL • TRADE
A GREAT
PAIR!
Budweiser and Bud Light with the several hundred
make a truly great pair in beer brands in the u.s. One
bringing many pleasur- of the unusual oddities in
able moments to quality sports is that the only time the
loving people. Did you ever great horse Man 0 ' War ever
stop and think
about this oddity
in pro football? ..
The men who
lead pro football
in scoring every
year hardly ever
handle the football themselves ...
The leading scorers the last few
years have all been - not runners or pass recievers anymore - but the field goal kickers who rarely get the football in their hands. Bud Light
15 the fastest growing light

lost a race, he was
beaten by a horse
named,
oddly
e n o ugh,
Upset! .. .Man 0 ' War
finished first in every race in his career
except for a race at
Saratoga in 1919
when he finished
second to Upset.

When dining out - Don't
say Light, Say Bud Light!
Do you know where and
when Hank Aaron hit the first
home run of his major league
career? It came on April 23,
1954 in St. Louis, off pitcher
Vic Raschi. Beer 15 part of
the good life - drink re-

beer in America. It is one
of the top ten beers along
with Budwejser and Busch
beer. This 15 a great record sponsibly!

another successful
Maine Festival!

SPORT

Bowdoin .nd Back 10-mile Run to
the Coast Aug 20. 8am. En~feeis$7.
For more information. contact Sports
East at 729-1 BOO.
Angle Abrah.m Schol.,.hip Fund
Aug 27, 9 am from Deering High School,
Portland. Four-mile nun out and back.
Registration fee is $6. $7 day of the
race. For more information. call BB31186.
Siale of Maine Certified Hunting
Cou..e Four-week course covers
arms and archery. survival and first
aid. game care and witdlife identification. All classes must be anended to be
eligIble to lake the state examination.
Classes are offered on Tuesday evenings Aug 29-Sep 19. 7-9:30 pm at the
L.L. Bean Casco Street Conference
Center. located off RI. 1 in Freeport To
register. call 865-4761 ext. 7800.
D.n Mlch.ud Century 1OO-mile bike
nun in memory of Michaud who died of
cancer in 1986 raises money for the
American Cancer Society Sep 9 in
Brunswick. There is a $15 registration
fee and each biker must collect $150 in
PIedges. For more information, call
Glents Allen at the American Cancer
Society at 1-800-482-0113.
Great St.te of M.lne Bicycle
Race held in conjunction with the Great
State of Maine Air Show Sep 9. 1 pm at
the Naval Air Station in Brunswick.
First prize is $1 00 for the fastest oYeraJI
racer in the men's and women's categories with additional prizes awarded
to the first three finishers in each of the
categories. The 23-mile race begins
with registration at 11 am. To preregister send a check for $14 made 0U1
to ·MWRF: along with name. age,
address and parents signature if under
18 to MWR Department. Box 34, NAS
Brunswick, ME 04011 -5000. ATTN: Air
Show. Registration on the day of the
race is $16.
Autumn Escape Mount.ln Bike
T ..k Fundraising bike trek for the
American Lung Association Sep 16-17
in Bethel. Participants are asked to
raise a minimum of $100 in pledges to
support clean and healthy lungs. For
more Information. call the American
Lung Association of Maine at 1-800462-LUNG.
Bike for Hope Blke-a-thon Interfaith
event for the benefit of the AIDS Project Sep.23. 10 am. 27-mile course to
Cousins Island and back starting at St
Peters Episcopal Church . 678 Washington Ave .. Portland. Registration fee
is $10. $5 for students. For registration
form. write or call. The AIDS Project. 22
Monument$quare.5th Floor. Portland.
04101,774-6877.

Child We..... Service. of the Dep~ent of Human Services is seekIng volunteers who will serve as Visitation Supervision Aides . These volunteers work closely with a caseworkers
to provide mandated visitations between children and parents. Three to
six hours per week is required over a
six month period. Orientabon and training is provided as well as on-going
supervision. Volunteers must be 21
years otd. understand family dynamics
through formal education or experience. and able to understand and
accept the policies and procedures of
DHS. For more information. call the
Center for Voluntary Action at 8741015.
Portl.nd St.ge Company needs a
volunteer to enter maifing addresses
into their Apple computer. The work is
similar to regular typing and accurate
typing skills are needed. The work can
be done anytime during regular business hours. Volunteers receiYe tickets
to a Portland Stage company performance. For more information. call the
Center for Voluntary Action at 8741015.
Host. Rer-e Refugees from Ethiopia. Poland. Romania and Vietnamese
Amerasians are expected to start arriving in Portfand In Sep. Volunteer sponIHart of Gold V.udeville "Summer
sors are needed to host new arrivals for
in the Parks· performance for kids Aug
two weeks. and help with initial reset17, 12:30 pm at the Bandstand in
tlement needs. If you live within 100
Deering Oaks Park, Portfand. Rain
miles of Portland and are interested in
location is the Reiche Community
becoming a volunteer sponsor. call the
Center, 166 BrackenS!.. Portland. Free
Refugee Resettlement Program at871 and open to the public. For more infor7437.
Convnon Ground Country Fal. is
mation. call 874-8300.
Rapunzel Children's show based on
looking for volunteers to help for about
the fairy tale Aug 17,20.24. 27at2 pm
one week before the fair (Sep 22-24 in
at the Theater at Monmouth. Tickets
Windsor) and two weeks after. The fair
are $4 for children. $5 for adults. For
seeks to maintaIn and improve nurallife
more information. call 933-9999.
in a way that sustain s and improves the
Sun Design. Arts and crafts workshop
environment. Volunteers earn at-shirt
for kids ages 3-5 and up Aug 17. 22 and
and same day admission for four hours
24, lOam and 1 pm at the Children's
of work. To become a volunteer drop a
Resource Center. 741 Stevens Ave.•
note to Common Ground Counb;y Fair.
Portfand. Cost is $1 per child. To regisP.O. Box 2176. Augusta. ME. 04338 or
ter. call 797-0525.
call 623-5115.
......ry M.klng Arts and crafts workshop for kids.ages 6 and up Aug 18. 10
am at the Children's Resource Center.
741 Stevens Ave .• Portland. Costis$2
per child. To register. call 797-0525.
ChIId.. n'. Book Sale at the Portland
Pubfic Library Aug 19. 9 am-3 pm .
There will be a vanety of books availabfe. but the majority of books are nonfidion. For more information, call 871·
1707.
Peaks 1.I.nd Chlld..n's Festlv.1
Shoestring Theater parade. children's Women .nd Sexu.llly is the topic of
this month·s free monthly support group
games. entertainment. food and magiof the New England Eating Disorders
cian Aug 20. 11 :30 am-2 pm at GreenProgram Aug 22. 7:30 pm at Westbrook
wood Gardens. Peaks Island. Ferry
Community Hospital. 40 Park Rd .•
from Portland leaves at 10:45 am.
Westbrook. For more information. call
Admission proceeds to benefit the
761-0128.
Peaks Island Child Development Cen1I!r. For more information, call 766- Divorce S_r1 Group Wednesdays 6:30-8 pm at the Kimball Health
2854.
Center. 33 Lincoln St. . Saco. For more
A Caribou Alphabel The children's
information. call 282-7504.
bookbyMaineauthor~BethOwens
is presented as a teleVIsion special Displ.ced Homem.ke.. Re·
• ource Cenle,. provide direct servAug 20. 7 pm on MPBN television. The
ice. training programs and support
first part of the program is devoted to
groups for women thinking of returning
learning aboutcartbou; the second part
to work and school . The program offers
1I!Is the story of the current project to
information and assistance with buildreintroduce the species into Matne.
ing self-confidence. enhancing comShoest.lng The.te. Punch and Judy
munication skills. career-life planning
Show for kids Aug 23. 12 noon In
and job readiness. Classes are limited
Tommy's Park. Middle and Exchange
in size and pre-registration is required.
streets, Portland. Free and open to the
All services are free of charge. To
public.
register for fall session. call 773-3537
Scrimshaw wllh PI••te. Arts and
or 800-442-2092
crafts workshop for kids ages 6 and up
Aug 23. 10 am at the Children'S Re- Money Support Group led by holistic
CPA . New group starts Sep 6. explorsource Center. 741 Stevens Ave .•
ing limiting attitudes/beliefs and learnPortland. Cost is $2 per child. To regISing to transform our relationship with
ter. call 797-0525.
money. Group for therapists also formYMCA School••ge Childc ... Afing. Group meets first and third Wedter-sclhool care is an approved pronesday of the month. 5:30-7 pm in
gram of the YMCA. The program is
Falmouth . Cost IS $15 per session. For
provided in cooperation with the YMCA
more information. call 797-0466.
and the school districts. Program is
reaeational in nalUre. offering arts & MADD Weekly Vlcllm Support
Group Survivors. theIr families and all
crafts. indoor & outdoor games and an
whose lives have been changed draafternoon snack. Careis provided Monmatically at the hands of a dnunk driver
Fri 3-5:30 pm . For registration informamay share the emotional aftermath of
tion, call Renee Carter at 874-1111
such a crime with others of the same
ext 224.
experience. The group meets ThursStories for Kids Portland Public lidays. 7 pm at the MADD office. 9
brary (773-4761): Mon. Wed and Fri.
Deering St.. Portland. For more tnfor10:30 am (no stories through Aug 25);
mation. call 773-MADD.
Riverton Branch Library (797-2915):
Fri. 10:30 am; Peaks Island Branch Portl.nd Co.litlon for the Psy·
chl.lric.lly L.bel.... a consumer
(766-5540): Wed. 10:15 am; Scarbornun self-help group for persons with
ough Public Library (883-4723); Wed.
mental illness. holds peer support
10:30 am and 1 pm (3-5 year aids) and
groups every Tuesday and WednesTue, 6:30 pm (5-6 year oIds); Prince
day afternoon 1:30-2:15. The groups
Memorial Library. Cumberfand (829take place at the Portland Coalition
3180): Wed. 10:30 am (2-3 year oIds);
offices at 142 High Street, Suite 501,
Thu. 10:30 am (3·5 year olds).
Portland. For more information. call
Flicks for Kids Portland Public liCathie Long at 772-2208.
brary (773-4761): Sat. 10:30 am and
Depressive
.nd M.nlc Dep....
Tue at 3:30 pm. Peaks Island Branch
slve Anonymous Support and infor(766-5540): Tue. 1:15 pm.
mation group meets Mondays 7 pm at
Wi"iston West Church. Thomas St.,
Portland. Donna Bryant of the Eating
Dosorder Clinic of Westbrook Hospital
will speak on Aug 14. For more infor·
mation. call 874-0800.
Young F.thers Prog.am at the
Portland YMCA. 70 Forest Ave., offers
a su pport group for young fathers every
Monday at 6 pm. Educational groups
are held on the second Tuesday of
each month. For more information. calf
Betsy at 874-1111 ext. 221.
Transupporl is a non-profit, non-sexual. social and educational peer support group for transsexuals.
crossdressers. their families . friends
and people interested in gender issues. Meetings are held every other
Sunday at 6 pm. For more information.
call 854-3528 or wnte to Transupport.
P.O. Box 17622. Portland 04101.
"'wlsh Home for lhe Aged needs The AIDS Project. 22 Monumenl
able bodied volunteers to help transsquare (Iifth floor). Portland. lists many
port and supervise residents on buses.
support groups around Portland for
PWAs and the lovers. caregivers and
Wheelchair traIning would be a plus . as
weH as the ability to act in a semifriends of PWAs. For more information.
call 774~877.
urgent situation should the occasion
arise. For more information. call the
Center for Voluntary Action at 8741015.

FOR

KIDS

HELP

OFF THE
CLOCK

•

Index

animals
antiques
aucbons
auditions
billboard
biz services
boats
body & soul
buSIness opportunities
catering
child care
dating services
employment
entertainment for hire
flea markets
gigs
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roomma es
HOUSEMATE wanted:
Clean, neat and quiet to
share large three bedroom
apt.. Woodford's area. $150
security deposit. $240 per
month. Utilities included. Call
770-3898 days/772-7015
evenings.
FEMALE roommate. Sunny
third floor apt. Spacious.
hardwood floors. $165 plus
utilities. Call 871-1537
SOUTH PORTLAND,
Willard Beach neighborhood.
Female wanted to share
spacious two bedroom
apartment. Non-smoker.
Nice backyard. parking.
$280 includes heat. Split
utilities. Available Sept. 1.
767·1781 after 6.
YARMOUTH FORESIDE
(RT. 88) chem. free home.
18x3O bedroom with wood
stove and separate entrance. Sunny house on high
wooded ridge. Share kitchen
and bath. 4390 includes heat
and utilities. 846-9038

home services
learning
legal services
lost & found
musical instruments
notices
person to person
recreation
ride board
roommates
stuff for sale
wanted
wheels
yard sale
real estate. for sale
real estate. for rent

child care

RESPONSIBLE
nonsmoking male/female wanted
to share private beach front
furnished home in O.O.B.
Available 9189 to 6190. $350
per month utilities included.
Call 772-8519 after 5:00
GWM 23, SEEKS a stable
down to earth kind of guy
who doesn~ smoke or do
drugs to share my two
bedroom abode in the West
End. Rent is $300 plus 1/2
utilities. Within walking distance to USM and the Old
Port. Call 761-5B32.
MALEIFEMALE roommate
wanted for nice North Oeering apt. $320 includes heat
and hot water. Washer/dryer
parking. and on busline.
Available September 1. Call
797-8214

ROOMMA TE wanted for
large Falmouth St. apt. Rent
is $150 plus and includes:
large kitchen. living room.
bath. full basement. for storage and off street parking.
Looking for: MlF who is responsible. clean, quiet. and
HOUSEMATE (mil) for considerate. 871-9057. ask
comfortable, convenient, for Shelly or leave not in mail
Portland
home. slot at 41 Falmouth.
Washer/dryer. gas/wood
heat. backyard. parking. PROFESSIONAL seeks
Non-smoker preferred. housemate. Three miles from
Artist/musician would be Gorham - twenty miles from
Portland. Private and quiet.
great. Available 9/1. $325
$350
per month. heated. No
plus 1/2 utilities. Security.
references. 773-2498. Keep couples . Call 642-4170
weekends or after 5pm durtrying or leave messege .
ing the week.
ROOMMATE WANTED: ROOMMATE needed (MlF)
Male or female to share State Sept 1. Three bedroom apt.
St. apt.with male. female. near USM and Deering Oaks.
and 2 year old. Deck, stained $235 includes all utilities exglass, has alot of character. cept phone! Students weland a great view of the park come. non-smoker preferred.
without dimbing on the roof. Call 773-1308.
Responsible non-smoker
with sense of humor. Neat HOUSE SHARE Peaks
but not neurotic. $250 Island. Mom and claughter
heated. Security deposit looking for chemical free
required. Call Kathleen or roommates. Spacious. Walk
Douglas at 773-6320 after 6 to boat Joint kitchen. Couple. single pment and stuor leave message.
dents welcome. Split rent
and utilities. 766-5572.

CLASSIAEDS
CHARGE
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ROOMMATE needed to
share two bedroom apt. in
South Portland. Spacious,
hardwood floors. porch .
Seeking clean. responsible
edult. $300 per month. Lease
and security deposit. Call
772-1996
NEWER OCEAN Front
house (Freeport). furnished.
large kitchen. wood/oil heat.
Want MlF physicaUspiritual
health conscious considerate roommate(s) ior alternalive household. 9189-6/90.
$300 and $275 per month
plus 1/3 utilities. 871-0509
HOUSEMATE: Responsible. friendly, 30ish plus female sought to share Cumberfand house with 2M. 1F. 2
dogs.
Yard.
deck,
washer/dryer. cable. No
smoke. no drugs. $213 per
month plus 1/4 utilkies. 8294124. Leave message.
GM 35, quiet but alive .
Honest, depenclable nonsmoker. Seeks roommates.
Affordable Portland area
apt.lhorne . Your place - look
together. Sept.-Oct. O.A.
A..A. welcome! CBW Box 345
ROOMMATE sought to
share large comfortable apt.
with chern-free vegetarian
(not nee. seeking the same).
$200 plus utilities. Call David
at 761-0362

SOUTH PORTLAND:
Sunny, clean two bedroom
apar~ents. Laundry, offstreet parking . Convenient
locations. $500-$550 per
month, plus utilities. Sonry.
no pets. 799-9265
TIRED OF LOOKING at
old run down apts. We have
the answer. Beautiful.
efficient one or two bedroom
apts. now available. $400$650. Heated. parking.
Looking for responsible tenants only. 772~727
LONG ISLAND. Two and
three bedroom furnished
. apts. Available Sep!. through
June. Close to ferry and
store. $300 plus utiities. Call
766-2497.

PEAKS ISLAND - freshly
painted. sunnyfourbednxxn
Victorian for rent year round
to responsible non-smokers.
Washer. woodstove, island
vehicle. more. $750 plus security and utilities. 766-5153.
TWO BEDROOM furnished home on Peaks Island. Water views and sunsets. Close to ferry. Available Sept. l-May 31. $500
per month plus security deposit. Call 776-2505 or 7783226 for appoin~nt.

BABYSITTER wanted. 2-3 NEED a babysiner? Need a
evenings per week for 3 1/2 caring person to be with your
year old girl; mom works 3·11 child while you are at work?
shift. Mature teenager, Need a child care provider
college student or grand- during the school year?
motherly type. Also need Need a day care progeram
teenaged baby-sitter for oc- full-time or part-time? The
casional weekend evenings. eBW
Child
esre
Portland. Capisic Street catergory gets results for
area. 772-4330
you and our advertisers.

HOUSEKEEPER PLUS!
Need to spend more quaUty
time with your family? Experienced. organized housekeeper available part-time.
Applies TLC to laundry.
baseboards. refrigerators.
errands. children. etc. Excellent references. 797-8418
MAINELY J(iAIDS! We're
here to help! Domestic
cleaning - very thorough.
low rates. weeldy. bi-weekly.
Many references. Call Jeanine or Laurie. 892·2568

587 Ocean

"Learning
through
play"

Avenue.
Portland,
Maine

FACIALS: Organic aloe
vera products . Face scrub.
mask. herbal steam. black·
head-whkehead. and excess
oil removal plus a foot massage. Enjoy a thoroughly
clean face. Joni at 773-0463

A DEVELOPMENTAL DAY CARE

Convenlenlly tocated on RI. 9 on the FatmouthIPtJd. line
LONG ISLAND - Charming
three bedroom cottage in
quiet. scenic location. Close
to beaches. tennis. ferry.
and store. All conveniences.
$500 per week for August.
$300 per week for September. Call 839~240 or 7702B4O

MAINE ACREAGE. 86
acres, cuts 5000 bails
$185.000. Parcel 5 acres
and more from $15.000.
NEW HAMPSHIRE. 30 acres.
breath taking views $75.000.
6900 acres $350.00 per
acre. 10 acres all gravel
$38.000. 143 acres mile
frontage on Salmon Falls
River $195.000. On two
streets. 50 lots. mobile park
$225.000 . River to Great
East Lake , 45 acres.
$550.000. 400 campsites. is
a gold mine. nets $300,000.
247 acres, plans in place.
4000 ft. shore line. 650
acres. breath taking views
$595.000. 7 per cent mortgage. $200.000 down. 603522-3636 or 3736.
PORTLAND two bedroom,
immaculate house in quiet
neighborhood. FHW heat.
woodstove, shrubbery.
deck. garage and garden.
$95.000. Call evenings for
appt 781 -5035

OFFERING:
Day Care, full, r.art.time, flexible schedules.
Nursery Schoo.
After Kindergarten Care (transportation provided
from area schools).

TWO ADULT females
looking to house-sit over
fall/winter/spring months.
Wi" take care of house.
yard. pets and plants. Great
references. Call 874-2325.
Leave message.

NEW! Drop-in Care (pre-registration necessary)
ages 2 112 to 7
We are located in the beautifully restored former
Cummings School with an adjacent brand new
playground. We provide a secure, nuturing
environment which stimulates children's natural
development.

notices

CALL: 775·0413

ARTISTS'
STUDIO SPACE
At last a downtown historic
building devoted to artistssculpturs. photographers
and art related people at
affordable rates of $135$275 per month for rooms
and suites (includes heat
water and electricity).
Rooms feature views, tin
ceilings. plaster walls.
hardwood floors and
painters sinks. Security
oriented. Renting fast.
Join other Portland artists
at The Artist. Studio.

CONGRESS ST. 553. Office/commercial. Great second floor corner with exposure, view. 450 sq. It $295
per month plus utilities. 7734200
A STREET, south Portland.
Waterview just over the
bridge. Quick zip to the Old
Port. 867 sq. ft. - entire second floor. Open contemporary space, plenty of parking. storage. private bath.
Available Sept 1. $725 per
month. 767-1200.

LARGE REWARD for
Ibanez electric guitar. Natural wood body. white neck
and 100 tapes. Taken from
my van a week ago. AU were
in brown cases. These
things are very dear to me. If
you have any info. please
contact Bob. 871-0035

Gay? L....i.n?

Join thouiand. of t.,btonl and fPY
men in MaiM. Sub.aibe to OUr
~.

Fa< F... oomplo and wi>
scnpi!on info.P.oc* rmai!.d in a

pIo;R ....eIope1 write 10:

~
•

1:>opI. Z
P'O.Bo.l07'~~

Our _

Portland. MO.. (U104

wanted
WANTED: FEMALE lead
singer. Excellent opportunity. Part-time. Well known
Portland based band. Good
pay. Cal 207-725-5303

799·7890
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r------------------------------------------ ----------------------------DEUVER

~oupon

Classified ads must be paid for in advance. We accept cash. personal checks.
money orders. VISA and MASTERCARD.
Consult the RATES in the coupon to determine the cost of your ad. FOUND items are
listed free as a public service. DEADLINE for
a" types of classified advertising is Monday
at 12:00 noon for the following Thursday's
edition. Ads received after the deadline will
be nun starting with the next issue. CBWwili
not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual
services for money or goods, or ads with
purely sexual content CBWwill not print full
names. street addresses or phone numbers
in the PERSON TO PERSON section.
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST
either provide a Post Office Box number in
their ad or use the CBW BOX SERVICE
(rate information in AD FORM). All information pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON
advertisers is kept stricdy confidential. Casco
Bay Weekly reserves the right to categorize.
refuse or edit ads due to inappropriate content, etc. CBWshail not be liable for errors of
omissions in. or a failure to insert. any advertisement for which it may be responsible.
beyond actual space occupied by the ad in
which error. omission or faRure to insert occurred. Classified ads are not refundabfe.

the

~------------------~

caw

CIIoulfled
PoIIq before

cornpletetng his
form. Wrile legibly
or type. and use
additional paper
if necessary.

It you derive regular income
from me subjects(s) of your

Classified Ads(s) please
use the business rate.
And thank you for

choosing Casco Bay Weekly

COMPLETE THIS FORM & MAIL OR

Up to 30 words
31-45 words
46-60 words
Each Add'i word
CBW Box Service

$5.00
7.00
9.00

$7.00
9.00
11.00

.15

.21

3.00

5.00

TO:

CASCO BAY WEEKLY
Classified Department
187 Clark Street
Portland, Maine 04102

All charges are per w_k
Individual
Business

MESSAGE: _____________________________________________

Not for publication: We need the following information
to print your ad. tt will be held in strict confidence.
NAME _______________________________
ADDRESS ______________________________
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
STATE _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP CODE _ _ _ _ _ __
DAYTIME PHONE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
PAYMENT:

PREFERRED CATEGORY: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
BASIC RATE (from above)
+ _ _ EXTRA WORDS AT _ _ ¢ EACH

~

If you know
someone who
fits these
qualities and
might be open
to a totally
professional
and
confidential
service, then
we should
talk. .. pass
the positive
word along.

Our members
have told us that
they would like to
meet people that

Maine Senlo. G ...... Events include
basketball. biking. tennis. horseshoes.
rBajUGtball. bowling, track, swimming.
tabfe tennis. golf and football throws.
The games WIll be held Sep 15-16 in
Portfand and Bangor. Registration
forms can be picked up at Casco Northern Banks or by contacting the Southem Maine Agency on Aging or the
Eastern Agency on Aging. For more
information. call 800-482-7411 or 800432-7812.

I

20

TOTAL WORDS: _ __

Check _ __

Money Order _ __

Mastercard _ _

Visa _ __

Credk Card II _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

+-----

Expiration Date
CBW BOX SERVICE (optional)
+------SUBTOTAL
,,------x _ _ __
NUMBER OF WEEKS YOU WANT AD RUN
TOTAL ENCLOSED
•
I
____________________________________________________
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ______ 1

August 17, 1989

·blz services
A TO Z BUILDERS. All
kinds of carpentry, masonry
repair. Also remodeling
kitchens, bathrooms, decks,
and additions, retaining
walls, sidewalks, driveways.
No job 10 big or 100 small . All
work guaranteed. Free estimates. 871 -9277

I.

I

R5SUM5S and wordprocessing. Inexpensive, quick,
lazerwrker quality. Will build
a finished document from
scratch or re-work your current resume. Your document
maintained on disk for easy
future updating. 854-2972.
HAIL MARY TYPING
Service. Don't ·pass· this
up!! Will type your resumes,
term papers, law briefs, personalized multiple leiters,
Engineering reports, plays
and scripts. I type nearly
100 words per minute. Quick
tum around time. Pickup and
delivery available. Call 7745410

I jjI WHtt.
ITITJ

musIc

BUSINESS SERVIC5S!
Place an ad in our classified
section anytime and reach
well over 20,000 readers for
only $71
r- -

-
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PIANO, ORGAN, key- - , board lessons by experi~
enced teacher. Popular,

r~
-==~"== - ~
.---.,,: ~~'"':

and unique

Open Wed.- SaL 11.0 PM
SUnday 12-5

85 York St., Portland

I

.=. . .. .,. ""'. .,'"

ages welcome. Available for
weddings and funerals .
!IrnWIIl f I Rachel Bennett. Portland..
j _ :r77_4_-9_59_7_=-_ _-,

I I":l!::J1iil~1 .
The
Maine Emporium I __ _.__ . 11 _._
Micmac Indian Baskets I
Blueberry Ceramics

fP" m~ il tl

CURIO CONSIGNMENT
Shoppe 583B Forest Ave. IS
the perfect place tb pick-up GRAND OP5NING! Pia bargain from yesteryear, or anos from Finland by FAZER
turn your valuables into on sale August 23-26.
cash . Come browse. 761- Joseph's Piano Service, 630
Forest Ave., Portland. 7739072.
1779. Call for store hours.
BLOCKED? Can't write that Registered member Piano
letter to romance, break-up, Technicians Guild.
resign, apply, complain, impress? Stuck on a report,
thesis, memo? Need someone to ask the right questions? Call Writers Block. A
little help or I'll write it for EXPERIENC5 TH5 pasyou . Call 767-6018 and sion of the musician within I
Piano/music lessons for bebreath easy I
ginners and others 6 10 96
COLLEG5 STUD5NT with years young. Play your mutruck available to do odd sic from the very start. Exjobs. Very handy and can fix plore, create, learn , play!
most anything . Excellent Persons with handicaps
references. Call anytime, welcome. My home or yours.
Call Chris at 767-6018 and
night or day. 797-7126
start now.
HARMONICA lessons. THE HOLISTIC MUSIC
Strictly blues harmonica. studio. Voice and piano
Come on, try it, what are you lessons. Children and adulls.
piano . Adult
waiting for already! 353-4176 Suzuki
beginnersl"restarters· gleeevenings after 7:30
fuay encouraged. 773-8250

I AlII£vcIs ·

I Order Now For A
I 2 Car Garage :

RM" /

sClJl€s

(jU[TJ.\1\ LESSONS
I On a cement slab I
.d!!!IJt
I for A Tremendous
Iffllf
I

I
1

Price of

tl\o.'n5C,\ipclons
t/lfoPf)
$Oboe;
SIC;hLI¥l>binc;
SOIX;WfI!dlJ<;
772.0208
JtFF Wflo EF\C>£L\

I$4,700
I
I

with this
coupon

1

I
I

Guitar &: Drum

Call today for
Free Estimate

Workshop

I
The
'I Brendan Group
761·4070

1 1.800-222.2565 1

~ _ AS~O~CarolY~ _I

LEARN ELECTRIC/
ACCOUSTIC GUITAR
ROCK
METAL
JAZZ

COUNTRY

773-3444
Portland's

Singing Hgmmers
The Remodeling Specialist
Additions
Kitchens
Baths

foremost music
teachin, studio
Learn from the Pros

Garages
Cocks
Porchos

I~IStl'lil('I~I4tl"i_

od & soul
MUSIC THERAPIST
(Registered and Board Certified) specializing in dynamic
work with severely emotionally and developmentally
disabled children and adults,
as well as personal growth
seminars, announces new
practice. Consultation, inservice training, parent
training ,
evaluations,
workshops, individuallgrour
therapy . Free
initial
consultation. Christian Trout
RMT-BC. 767-6018.

N5W BOOK STORE!!
Maybe Someday. ... now
open on Munjoy Hill. Beyond
New Age - simply ageless.
Carefully selected, uplifting
books of all kinds. Chinese
temple bells, unusual cards,
cassettes, 195 Congress st.
between Levinsky·s and The
Whole Grocer. 10 am to 6
pm. 773-3275

FOR A COMPLETE listing
of workshops, seminars and
groups, sponsored by
DWINELL & HALL call: 207THERAPIST. IS FOOD a 799-1024 or write: 19 Birch
source of pain in your life? Knolls Cape Elizabeth, ME
Does your eating behavior 04107
feel destructive, unhealthy?
If so consider counseling
WOM5N: Does being in
with someone who under- love mean being in pain?
stands. Sara F. Levite, M.S. Learn how to change dys761-2464
functional relationship patterns. Therapy group now
• RYTHMICAL MASSAG5
forming based on ·Women
a combination of therapeutic
Who Love Too Much." For inmassage modalities using
formation call 871-9256
various oils and ointments,
to achieve your personal
RELIEF from stress, pain,
needs.
nervousness,
• Relieve mental and fatigue ,
physical stress, and tension, chronic illness can be yours
relax and tone muscles, through this gentle handsimprove joint mobilky, and on-healing technique. Call
integrate body , mind and Kristin Erico, 2nd Degree,
certified Reiki Practioner
spirit.
An
appropriate 773-1346
complement to counseling
and other therapies.
BODY
ORIENT5D
• Gift certificates available.
Psychotherapy . Deeply
Linden Thigpen , certified relaxing and revitalizing
massage therapist. New Im- bodywork. Helps relieve tenages . By appointment 775- sion, worries, fatigue and
4010.
pain . Session include, proMIDWIFE. Services in- fessional counseling, body
clude prenatal care, nutrition work, and health education.
counseling , homebirth, pap Call Deborah Vallance R.N.,
smears. Call for Iree con - M.S. Ed. 775-1230
sultation visit. Heidi FillmorePatrick,657-3160.
MASSAGE THERAPY
",xperience signilicant musPSYCHIC
READINGS BY cular release with certified
Stu
Astrologer Mrs. Oaire. Help practitioner ,
Phillips.Applied techniques
and aavice on all problems
reveal calmness and flow
such as love, marriage,
beneath bound energy and
business. Call for appl.
871-7134
pain . 1.5 hour sessions. 666Brighton Ave., Portland, Me. 3830
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When was the 1ast tlll1e
heels fior someone.?
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The Sound Of Quality Carpentry

Guitar, Bass &
VocaI Lessons

Don't leave it to chance. Let us introduce you to
someone spedal. Selectively. Thoughtfully. Chcerli.dly.
Being single in Maine can
be fun again. Why wait
any longer? Call
The Personal lOuch.

cCCJe30

'Ilie Per. na£
1iluc1i

865 Forest Ave.
761-8084

31 f.xcilangcSl .• IOOland, ME04101
7T.l.ft088
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recreation

"

learnin
,1

SCR55NWRITING workshop offered by Dianne
Benedict. Six day intensive
evening classes. Beginners
welcome. Fundamentals of
screenwriting . Advice on
marketing. August 28 thru
September 2 in Portland.
666-5794

MARBLE TABLETOP antique 30· x 20· x 3/4· ,
beveled edges, white, exc.
condition . Asking $175 .
Several 1950's chrome
toasters (working). Asking
DRAWING: LEARNING TO
$10 each . Leave mesSEE. Mon. or Wed. eVil.
sage/cali 871-1520
classes. Beginning Sept. 18,
10 weeks . $250 tuition. GAS STOV5 20·, white,
Brochure: K. Boldt, 19 Birch like new, $200. GE refrig., 19
Knolls, Cape Elizabeth, ME cubic feet side by side, good
04107 or call 799-5728
condition, $100 . Brother
sewing machine with cabinet,
BASIC BLACK and white $50. 865-4384
photo classes , darkroom
rentals. Call Armand. 773- 18 FT. SEBAGO Suncraft
inbdloutbd Volvo Penta . 4
3434.
cyl, twin carb, solid boat,
needs minor work. $1000 firm
Call 883- t473 between loam
t08pm

'I l;r
Train tor careers in

16 FT. CATAMARAN,
Trac Dawn Patrol with Dilly,
trailer, main and self fyrling
jib, double trapeze and life
jackets. A great day cruiser
in excellent condition . Best
offer. Call 761-1849.

PO Box 72, Orr's Island,ME 04066, (207) 833-5257

ACA Certified Instructors
Canoe and Kayak Skills
Whitewater and Ocean Touring
Pool and Open Water Clinics

We take fun seriously

w_.

ENGIN55R1Songwriter
SWM 33 is looking for the
lady of his ~fe. Lots to oHer
the right person whose qualities include a love for music,
honesty , and understanding . An equal relationship is my goal, two people
working together for a
greater cause. I'm romantic
and sincere with the dasire
to succeed. I'd like 10 meet
an intelligent, attractive, romantic, slim woman 25-34.
Photo and phone appreciated with anticipation ....
CBWEIox338
LISTEN; I HAV5 come
unstuck in time. Bookish,
energetic and muscular
SWM, 21, seeks active, outgoing woman for honest relationship. Continue my blind
faith in kismet. Brains,
brawn , and can cook too!
Picker, grinner.... What else
do you need. CBW Box 343

"The Gasting Natural ist~ ·

SAIL INSTRUCTION and MARINE STUDIES
ALONG COASTAL MAINE
For Brochure cmd InlomMI/on :

N55D FURNITURE? Why
not rent with option 10 buy .
TVs, furniture and appliances from Rent-A-Set. Elm
St. Topsham, ME. 7~637

Capt. Michael P O 'Connor

THE COASTING NATU RALIST
DIMillo's Marina , long Wha rf
P.O . Bo)( 7572 • Portland, ME 04112
12071 772-8886

CITY GIRL looking for a
country boy 30 to 40 years
old. I am 45 years young. I
like country and western
music and down to earth living. Write PO Box 5165 ,
Portland ME
GWM 30, professional, well
educated, attractive , honest, sincere, and masculine.
I enjoy travel, the outdoors
and good conversation .
Seek similar males 23-35 for
friendship. Include phone
number please. CBW EIox
346.

UNSIGNED LETTER! In terested? Of course! But I
can not find you in the phone
book!
A GOOD MAN (or woman)
isn't hard to find when you
use PERSON TO PERSON.

emp oyment

WANTED full time and part
time people to help with expans ion of health and nutrition company . Involves
helping people to lose up to
10-29 pounds in 30 days. Full
training. Call now for products and or job opportunities. Call Barbara at 802365-4350
AD AGENCY.student parttime. Portland advertising
agency needs student parttime for odd jobs and oourier.
Must have car. Hours flexible . Hourly and parking paid.
Call 772-8948 between 9amNEW POSITION! Casco
Bay Weekly is looking for an
energetic, creative person to
fill the newly-created position
01 classified advertising
telemarketer. Help make our
growing Classifieds section
grow
even
faster!
Interested?
Call 775-6601 and ask for
Gary Sentaniello.

Sales Position
Casco Bay Weekly
needs a hardworking,
energetic and creative
sales representitive.
Interested? Call Marg

FILL YOUR BANK account with cash working less
than 5 hours a week! Guaranteed! !For free info. send
one dollar (P&H) or a SASE
to: Total Financial Success
Publications, PO Box 6486,
Portland, ME 04102 , Dept. ,
A2C
VOLUNTEERS to share
uplifting activities with delightful, holistically-orientated person wkh MS. Sing ,
read, play music, plant
seedlings, go on outings , run
errands, etc. 773-3275
ARTISTJlLLUSTRATOR
needed to illustrate use of
hand exerciser. CaU Hal 2830738 collect. Evenings.
EMPLOY5RS There is a
less exspensive alternative .
Advertise your openings in
Casco Bay Weekly. The
response you get may
surprise youl

r-R--E-S-U--M--E-S--E-T-C---'.
Resume preparation and
interview coaching in the
privacy of y'0ur home or
office. Available throughoul the Greater Portland
Area. Resumes Elc. PO
Box 843, Yarmouth 04096

846.0734

DISTRIBUTORS
WANTED
• ProBLEM: Orinking
water supplies..-e
becoming oontaninated
• OOLUTION: MULTlPU FE 1M systems guar.... teed to remove chlorine,
bacteria and chemicals
• OPPORTUNITY:
Part-time or Full-time

772-6740

CIRCULATION
Occasionally we need extra help distributing
our papers. If your schedule has some Wed .
evenings or Thursdays free and you'd like to
work for us once in a while call 883·0155

CoscoBov

VVEEKLV

$2350
$2150
$1900
$1400
$2900
$2850

$3800
$1900

$3300
$2900
$3150
$2900
$3900

81 Dodge 024 Sport Coupe, 4sp
$599
Olds Vistacruise wagon, good shape $700

n

Portland
772·8558

t

Dress code
Fashions come, fashions go. (Actually, a few of
these got up and left years ago,) How many styles
can you identify?

chemise

__ kilt
_

gaucho
blouson
flared
Empire
sheath
box pleats
__ knife pleats
_
dirndl

=

=

_

__ wrap

_

princess

smock

=

short shorts
inverted pleat
__ gored
Bermuda shorts
walking shorts
knicIcers

=

jumpsuit

bell bottoms
shift

Can you solve the Real Puzzle?

If so there could be a $20 gift certificate for

AS IS

Wlnner.wlll reolived'l.r ti..... i" the mill I.

Co~oBov
'\AI'
KJ,.y
<~ --

GL 4dr, Ssp, 1 owner
82 Subaru GL 4dr, auto, 41,000 mi.
82 Sabaru GL auto, 4dr, 1 owner
82 Sabaru GL wagon, Ssp
84 Olds Flrenza 4dr, very nice!
86 Chevy cavalier wagon, auto
84 Camaro 1 owner, Ssp, black
TRUCKS
82 Chevy 1/2 ton, 6 cyl.
84 Ford 8 pass, Club van
85 Chevy 1/2 ton PU, V8, -asp
79 Chevy 1/2 ton, V8, auto, 4wd, plow
80 GMC 1/2 ton wlcap, 396 auto
84 Ply. Voyager, 7 pass, wlair, stereo

,,'.eII

775-6601

saling

84 Subaru

IfY"'h",pl.-lanadln"'.~_IYporoon•• y_
ad t. . ."",..laolly
tn the
AI. OFlHE WEE!( _ _
for th..
W. •• looklngtar adath • •• a ....' " witty and fW'I.

~------------~ ~------------------------------~5pm(~I~

,

Selling to two generations. We have a great
price selection in warranteed & as is autos.

WRITER/MALE 24, gross and
d isgusting, no sense of humor, no
redeeming qualities, seeks opposite.
Occasionally
hyperventilates
in
public but has it pretty much under
control, CBW Box 347

I

~\.''Z7t..~'_
.__ -=--"
'-": ~\
\ .\IrW
\ . ,-,-- .a '

~

Winner
two ee movie tickets
compliments of the Maine Mall Cinema!

EXPERIENCED retail person lor kite shop. Must be
, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , reliable, and willing to grow
~
with us. Knowledge of kites
/:.~
(W\·~
helpful, but not a must. Call
~
871 -0035 or apply in person
/~.t<"C
.
at Ye Old Port Kite Shoppe,
(
) \\
~ /3 Wharf St. in the Old Port.

•

Free Estimates • 781·5579

2:1

Limington
637·2152

The Bodyshop
Specializing in
Collision Repair

Subaru, Honda,
Nissan, Toyota
1901 Forest Ave., Portland

797-3510
VW SCI ROCCO S 67,000
miles. 1981 . Exceptional,
original condition. AMlFM
cass., air, 5sp., new tires .
Stored the past three winters. All records. $3800 or
eo Dave 761-2765 or 7731416
CADILLAC t 878. Power
everything , cruise , new
transmission , new brakes,
original owner, no rust,
113,000 miles. Great car,
$2100 207-774-0357

SUBARU 1882 four door,
red, PW, PS, PB, AlC ,
AMlFM, 5 speed, $1500 or
BO. 874-8499 am or 8653433 pm. leave message.
TOYOTA CORONA station wagon, 5 speed, roof
rack, trailer hitch, runs excellent. $500 or eo 799-

Alberta's in it for you (first prize),
Or tickets for two aboard the Longfellow Cruise
Lines (second prize). Winners will be selected from
among the correct entries by a random drawing,
Contestants are ineligible to win more than one
prize in a four-week span. and aniy one entry is
allowed per contestant.
All eI.ltries for this week's Real Puzzle must be
received by noon Wednesday, Aug, 23, The solution
to this week's Real Puzzle will appear in the September 1 issue of Casco Bay Weekly. Send your best
guess to:

The Real Puzzle .33
Casco Bay W_kIy
187 Clark Street
Portland, ME 04102

Solution to Real Puzzle #37
The protagonist in our story typed a letter (13),
mailed it (14), took his typewriter (10) to a pawnshop (9) and received some money (5), took a cab (1)
to the airport and purchased a ticket (2), took off (6),
had lunch aboard the plane (7), landed (3), took a
bus (4), rented a car (8), gassed it up (12), hitched up
a rowboat (11), drove to a hardware store (15) for
some fishing gear (16), drove over a bridge (20),
parked the car (24), launched the boat (23), rowed to
the waterfall (19), did some fishing (18), encountered
a mailman (17), who delivered a letter (21), which
infonned him he was fired (22).
TIle letter, of course, is the same one mailed at
the begining of the story. Our hero was "selfemployed," remember?

13,14,10, 9, 5, 1, 2, 6,
7, 3, 4, 8,12, 11, 15, 16,
20,24,23,19,18,17,21,22

VOLVO 244DL 1977. Excellent condition, 127,000,
well maintained, great body,
must seel Leav ing for
school. $2300. Frank 7756436
MAZ DA RX.7 1986, near
perfect condition, 34 ,000
miles, amlfm, must sell
$7500. 774-7528 David
FORD RANGER pick-up
1988. Great shape, fully
transferable five year, 60
thousand mile warranty .
Must sell , Just take over
payments and it's yours.
--n4-0692 or 236-2672.
OLDS CUTLASS Supreme
1980, two door. Excellent
body and running condition .
Everything has been replaced with new. $1900. 7725755
AMC
HORNET
Sportabout. needs minor repair. $150 firm . Call 8831473

Real Puzzle players do wonderfully with these
picture-puzzle puzzles. For the fun of it, you can cut
up the Sunday comics into individual frames and
put them back together again. First prize goes to
Carol Blatt of Ocean Park, Second prize goes out to
Anne Tatgenhorst of Portland.

8570

CUBE VAN 1873. Alot is
right with it, some things are
not. For more info call and
check it out. You can't go
wrong with the price of $575.
BMW 3201 1979. 90,000 It is a ten foot cube. 846miles. White with sun roof. 9583 evenings.
Good tires, 5-speed . Must
RENAULT LeCAR 1982,
sell . $2500. 967-2503
two door, four speed, sun
CLASSIC CAR 1951 lin- roof. 78,000 miles, runs percoln Cosmopolitan. Rare. fecdy!! $500. Call 871-0425
One owner. White walls.
Power windows, seats. Baby DATSUN 240Z 1973, red,
blue with lots of chrome .
74,000. Very stock. Stored
"Suicide" doors. Luxury car
wintars. $6000. 799-0396
of another era. Collector'S
piece. In remarkably good TRIUMPH SPITFIR5
shape. $3000 or best offer. 1977 convertible . Looks
Call 775-0985. Leave name, great, runs great. The car
number on machine.
has been taken care of and
CADILLAC D~VILLE is in excellent condition .
1970 convertible, yellow and $2,450 or BRO. 729-8046
black, 472 motor. 76 ,000
miles , runs good. Asking
$1200. Call Dave 657-4021

e 1989 United Feature Syndicate.

by Lynda Barry
LAST NIGHT HE ,001< MA~~~S TO CA
NI6HTCltAWLtRS fOR FISHING. ,\\£'1'
IN mE GAROEN wm~ A FLAS\\lIGHT AND
A COfFEE CAN FULL Of DIRT. /VI E MJ 0
f'tIA srA'1'ED IN T!-IE Kli(l-IEN DOING THE
OISliES AND SIIE TOLD ME I WAS OLD
ENOU&H TO KNOW HOW MY DAD QUIT
DRlNI(Irol6 T\\~U6H JESVS CHRISi. ALSO
THAT HIS NERVES WERe SHOT TO HELL.

SUBARU GL wagon, 1982.
Very good mechanical condition. 107 thousand miles.
$1500 or best oHer. Call87~
2844.
VOLVO 244 DL 1976.
AMlFMlcass., sunroof, good
condition, runs great. $975,
871-0446 eveninQs .
FORD ESCORT 1986.
Perfect condition. $3000 or
best oHer. Call 766-5077.

E TOLD ME Ii WAS

LVD

NEXT DOOR. WHO HELPED \\IM SEE TilE LI
AN D ALSo GAIJE H 1M A JoB AT LVOERMYH
MEAT S. THEN THE S(~EE N 000 Po. "~M""""""
MARL~S RUNNING IK WITH T!-IE COFfEE

CAN YELLI NG " WE GOT 201 :' THROUGH
THE WINDOW I ( OULD SEE MY DAD LI6HTING A (IGARHrE AND THEN LEANING
MAIN 5i THE CLOTHES LI Ne POLE , "Go OUT
THep.e ANI) T'ELL HIM YOU'RE PROUD OF

1-\1M" MY GRANDMA SA ID.

THE Gi!.AS5 WA S WEi UNDER MY FEET A S I
CROSSED THE SAC\< YAR O AND WHEN /IIY
DAD SAW Me, HE TURNED ON THE FLASHLIGHT AND MADE A liT uP CIRCLE FoR
ME TO WALl< IN. I .COULD !-l EAR A Dol',
STAF..T BARK I NG FAR AWAY AND MY DAD
SA'(ING SOMHf\IN G ABOUT MOSQvlroS AND
THEN ME ·.rUST STANDIN G TI-IERE AND
STANDING TI-IERE, FEELING. MY G~fo,NP/"lOT 1-110 It WATCI-\ING fP.OM TilE WIN DOW .

e.'
YouTe a woman.
"

And as far as you've come in what used to be a man's world, one
thing remains unchanged. A woman has unique healthcare needs. Needs that
cannot be ignored.
The Women's Wellness Weekend, sponsored by the Osteopathic Hospital,
in cooperation with its Medical Staff and the American Cancer Society, is designed to
screen your health and offer you information to keep you healthy

By spending twenty dollars and a few hours at the Women's Wellness
Weekend, you could save yourself the heartache of an undetected illness. You'll receive
a PAP smear, a breast exam, a colo-rectal screen and a mammogram, if needed. And
you'll learn how to give yourself a breast self-examination.
Even if you don't need a health screening right now, the Women's Wellness
Weekend has a lot to offer you. There will be free cholesterol and blood pressure
screenings and free seminars on topics that range from stress management to nutrition.
The Women's Wellness Weekend is just one example of the Osteopathic
Hospital and its Medical Staff's concern for women's health. Our physicians and nurses
are specially trained in women's healthcare. Equally important, we care about people.
Set some time aside for yourself at the Women's Wellness Weekend
on Friday, September 15th or Saturday, September 16th. Appointment times are
limited so be sure to register early No appointment is needed for the seminars and
screenmgs.
Even though youTe not invincible, we can help keep you going strong.

OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL OF MAINE

WOMEN'S WELLNE5S
WEEKEND
September 15 and 16, 1989

Please check which day youa prefer to have us schedule your screening appointment. We will call
you to confirm your app0intment. If you have any questions, ca1lB79-B035.
D Friday, September 15, between 4pm and Bpm.
Saturday, September 16, between Bam and 4pm.

o

There is no appointment or fee required for the Women's Wellness Weekend educational seminars or screenings.

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ DATEOFBIRTH _ _.....:.../ _ _...:....
I __

STREET ADDRESS-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ CITy OR TOWN _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIPCODE _ _ __
DAYTIME PHONE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER_ _ _--'I _ _ _-.:..1_ _ __
NAMEOFYOURPHYSICIAN _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Mail this form with your $20 registration fee by Friday, September 8th to :
Women's Wellness Weekend, Osteopathic Hospital of Maine, 335 Brighton Avenue, Pordand, Maine 04102

